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Former astronaut to teach at UCF 
By GWEN R. RHODES 
Assistant News Editor 
Former astronaut Sam Durrance has 
signed on to teach freshman classes at 
UCF on the history and future of space 
technology. 
A veteran of two space shuttle missions, 
Durrance will teach and lead some 
research projects at the UCF-led Florida 
Space Institute at Cape Canaveral Air 
Station. Durrance plans to involve other 
astronauts and cosmonauts in the course. 
"The students will get to see where space 
history was made and continues to be 
made," said Durrance, a payload specialist 
for shuttle mission STS-35 in December 
1990 on the Space Shuttle Columbia and 
STS-67 in March 1967 on the Space 
Shuttle Endeavour. Dr. Durrance has 
logged over 615 hours in space. 
"They will learn how space technology 
. is an integral part of modem life and see 
what the future holds," he added. · 
Durrance, who holds a doctorate of phi-
losophy in astro-geophysics from the 
University of Colorado, was a principal 
research scientist in the Department of 
Physics and Astronomy at Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore, Md. He is a co-
investigator involved in the flight hard-
ware development, optical and mechanical 
. UCF Downtown 
Center offers legal 
studies degree 
By NICOLE KING 
News Editor 
UCF's Downtown Academic Center will offer a full-
time Bachelor of Arts in the Legal Studies program for 
the first time this fall. 
"This is an extension of our full program," said Legal 
Studies Coordinator Frank Ravitch. "Our goal is to 
offer every core course and some electives down there 
for legal studies. 
"For the fall, we have a limited amount of classes 
offered and only three courses are listed in the schedule 
book.-Some are in the book and some are not," Ravitch 
said. "But we are looking at spring as being full time. 
We hope to offer a few during the summer as well." 
Some of the courses to be offered include: law and 
the legal system, legal research and legal writing. Five 
design, construction, and integration of the 
Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope, one of the 
instruments of NASA's Astro Observatory. 
According to Durrance, seeing Earth 
from space has changed his career focus. It 
fostered a desire to create new technology 
for the study and management of the 
Earth's resources. 
"We are teaching students about the 
space industry in a real world environ-
ment," · said Flor~da Space Institute 
Director Ron Phillips, who expects about 
150 students to attend classes this fall. In 
addition to learning from the pros, students 
will be involved in real projects, such as 
the earth sensors and the laser satellite 
being built for a launch by the shuttle in · 
the year 2000. 
Durrance has conducted research and 
directed graduate students at Johns 
Hopkins University for the past 15 years. 
His research interests include the origin 
and evolution of the solar system, the 
search for planets around other stars, and 
the origin of life. He has published over 60 
technical papers about spacecraft opera-
tions, planetary astronomy, adaptive 
optics, and nuclear physics. 
Durrance is also president of Earth 
Systems Technology, a small company 
developing new technology for the study 
and management of.Earth's resources. 
i · or six core courses will be offered a semester as well as 
a few electives. 
( 
While many of the courses are open to only degree-
seeking students, others have open enrollment. ·The 
evening courses are designed to introduce students to 
See PROGRAM, Page 4 
Future File Photo 
UCF's Downtown Academic Center provides easy 
access for students seeking law degrees. 
•• ·#:. 
Website offers students advice on 
!ocating money sources. 
U CF South Center now offering credit classes 
By NICOLE KING 
News Editor 
UCF's South Orlando Center will offer college credit 
classes for the first time beginning in the fall. Each of 
UCF's five colleges will offer courses at the center. 
The center plans to focus only on upper division, 3000-
4000 level classes over the next couple of semesters. 
Grad courses will be offered in the spring and eventually, 
lower level classes will be added as well. 
South Orlando Center Director John Duryea said the 
center is targeting UCF students who live in the 
Kissimmee and Osceola areas. Duryea said a big problem 
for the center is that a lot of people are unaware that UCF 
even has a south center. 
)J.iole,nce ~t bllildin,g site · 
Rescue unit treats suspect before 
po1ice make arrest , 
"We are trying to build awareness with the faculty and 
students that UCF has a center in south ·Orlando," said 
Duryea. "We polled about 2,200 students· and a lot of 
them didn't even know the center existed." 
In the past, the center has mostly offered non-credit pro-
grams such as certification courses and business training 
sessions. 
The center will provide traditional face-to-face classes 
along with classes based on higher technology. Duryea 
said courses can be viewed at the center from the main 
campus on live TV through its interactive TV system or 
viewed at the center by videotape through its videotaped 
courses (FEEDS) system. 
See ORLANDO, Page 2 
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~ - Dau11te for Heisman Quarterback enters new season as 
everybody's All-American. 
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UCF breaking records with attendance numbers Orlando South's new 
~;~:::· u .. ~ 
By NICOLE KING 
News Editor 
Your Browser & its Friends: :teGhnol<slg~r Will;;~* 
When classes began at UCF on Aug. 
20, a record number of students 
showed up for the first day. 
The total number of students enrolled 
for the fall semester is 29,700, signifi-
cantly higher than the 28,302 enrolled 
last year. This number includes enroll-
ment at the branch campuses: South 
Orlando Center, Daytona Beach, 
Brevard and the Downtown Academic 
Center. 
library's Room 235A. Those interested 
must sign up in advance at the Library 
Reference Desk. For more informa-
tion, contact 
http://library@ucf.edu/intemet 
Configuring Helper Applications: 
Monday, Sept. 14, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Thursday, Sept. 24, 3-4:30 p.m. 
Personalizing Netscape: Bookmarks 
Tuesday, Sept. 15, 2-3:30 p.m. 
Friday, Sept. 25, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Advanced Searching Methods on the 
Web: 
rr~~~11~~t~~ 
t=w 
Dan Coleman, director of UCF's 
Department of Institutional_ Research 
and Planning Support said, "We're 
expecting more than a 12 percent 
growth at the.branch campuses." 
Ninety new full-time faculty mem-
bers will be added to the 3,000 regular 
employees already at UCF. 
The number of first time college stu-
dents at the university has also 
increased from 2,562 last year to 
3, 100 this fall. 
IN OTHER UCF NEWS: 
•The UCF library is offering several 
90-minute training sessions for stu-
dents and faculty and how to use 
Netscape and the World-Wide Web. 
The sessions will be held in the 
The topics and times offered: 
Internet Forum: Question & Answer 
Open Hours: 
Wednesday, Sept. 2, 4-7 p.m. 
Tuesday, Sept. 29, 4-7 p.m_. · 
Thursday, Oct. 8, 4-7 p.m. 
Basic Internet 101: 
Tuesday, Sept. 8, 3-4:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Sept. 16, 4-5:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Sept. 26, 12-1:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 11 a.m. - 12:30 
p.m. 
Searching a Needle in the Internet 
Haystack: 
Wednesday, Sept. 9, 1-2:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Sept. 17, 4-5 :30 p.m. 
Friday, Oct. 2, 10-11 :30 a.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 3, 12-1 :30 p.m. 
Library & Research Connections: 
Thursday, Sept. 10, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Friday, Sept. 18, 10-11 :30 a.m. 
Monday, Oct. 5, 12-1:30 p.m. 
Electronic Periodicals at UCF: 
Friday, Sept. 11, 10-11:30 a.m. 
Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2-3:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Oct. 1, 4-5:30 p.m. 
Monday, Sept. 28, 2-3:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 10, 12-1 :30 p.m. 
•Lynx Laser service is offering 4 
month passes at the UCF Bookstore for 
$40. Route brochures are available at 
Information Booths on campus. During 
the first week of September, Lynx is 
offering deals to the first 50 people off 
any Lynx Laser bus: 
Sept. 1, 10 a.m. Tuesday moming-
50 cents off or buy one get one free 
from I Can't Believe It's Yogurt! 
Sept. 2, 8 a.m. Wednesday moming-
25 percent off Miami Subs 
Sept. 3, 10 a.m. Thursday moming-
10 percent off Knight's Comer 
Bookstore 
Sept. 4, 12 p.m. Friday aftemoon-
Free beer at the Mill with any meal 
On August 31, Lynx administrative 
offices on East Robinson will be mov-
-ing to the Orange County School 
Board Building on West Amelia. 
Phone and fax numbers will remain the 
Re ider to WINt Two dudentr will win a reMeder of bookr! 
/' : ~--: ....... 
···.,_ i 
N 
Uniuersity Blvd 
434 UCF 
UniOOTsity of 
Central Florida 
CB&S 
OOKSTOQE 
Walking distance-from VCF campus 
(Behind Applebees and Boston Market) 
·,,· w_ 1Y' All"'y0urSUpply needs: notebooks, paper, pens, disks, backpacks 
3' c1 , · --<- Plenty of new & used textbooks in stock 
~\'~ I 
1 ~"0;1\\~{\<i~i\\\ ~ High quality copypacks & test prep materials ~~~";;~~~om?\\\ i Hallmark cards, phone cards, South Park stuff 
0oa\\\ ~ · ~ Magazines, novels, journals, newspapers \O·. ~\\\\0.a'j O\?\\\ _ 
\1;.ooti\\\ ~ b.o -% Fast & friendly service ~ VCF clothing 
', 
>: }~·;· 
...... :~.~ .... ::~:: ..... J1t ... ::,: ...... :.E ............................ ., Your Community & Student Resource Center ...,.···························n-r·· .. ············································ 
~~ ., 
,~: - 4071382~161'7 FREE 
Barnie's Coffee 
1'.2140 Collegiate Way, £uite 140 -~Orlando, Florida 3'.2817 u e-mail cbs@collegebook.com 
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Get 100 FREE minutes . 
Then call anywhere in the U.S. for only I 0¢ a minute. 
Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first I 00 minutes are FREE.* 
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you . Ill 
Al&T One Rate® Plus; I 0¢ a minute-one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls 
you dial from home. Whoever. Whenever. Wherever you call in the U.S. And just 
a $4.95 monthly fee . 
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak: I 0¢ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls 
from home from 7pm-7am and all weekend 16ng; 25¢ a minute all other times. 
And there's no monthly fee.* 
Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE. 
Call I 800 654-0471 
and mention offer code 59917 
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html 
•Terms and conditions apply. Free minutes promotion applies to first full monthly bill. Unused 
minutes cannot be carried over. Offer expires 10115/98. Offer based on choice of AT&T One 
Rate Plus or AT&T One Rate Off Peak Plan. Plans subiect to billing availability. In-state rates vary. 
$3 monthly minimum usage applies to One Rate Off Peak Plan. Call for details. © 1998 AT& 1 
I t .' s a I I w i t h i n y o u r r e a c h .® 
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Program beneficial for students who work and live downtown 
From PAGE 1 
the legal system, including civil and 
criminal operations. 
Ravitch said the program could be 
helpful to UCF students who live in 
Apopka and to those who work or live 
downtown. "Many people can just walk 
over straight from their offices. The 
Downtown Law Library is less than a cou-
ple of blocks from the Center too, so that 
will save a lot of time," he said. 
Bernard McCarthy, chairman of the 
Criminal Justice/Legal Studies 
Department, said the program offers a 
unique opportunity for professionals to 
take classes. 
"This is an excellent professional devel-
opment opportunity for persons with 
career positions in law offices, corpora-
tions and public agencies," he said. 
Although the program is making a slow 
start, Ravitch sees potential in the pro-
gram. 
"As time goes on, more people will find 
out about it and it will grow. It's possible 
that students could take all of their cours-
es down there over the course of a few 
years." 
For further information on the courses 
offered at the Downtown Center during 
the fall semester, contact UCF's Criminal 
Justice and Legal Studies Office at 823-
2603. The Downtown Academic Center is 
located at 36 W. Pine St., Orlando and can 
be contacted at 317-7700. 
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A merger for student success 
Pub & Grill 
present ... 
·'South park' 
WEDNESDAY: South Park night 
Come watch Kenny get killed! 
Enjoy $1 SouthPaw 
Longnecks from 9-11 p.m. 
BREAKFAST Is BACK! Try Our Special: 
2 Eggs, Bacori, Toast, Homefries $2.99 
VIEWING PAR1Y! Cheer on the Knights! 
$2.00 Bud Light Pints 
Watch our Golden Knights take on 
Lousiana Tech on our giant big screen! 
JUMBO COFFEE 99 CENTS 
32 oz T-GO SODA $1 -· 
PDOne 282-1900 •Fax 282-1905 
Located in the UCF Student Union. 
--~ ++• 5· m 
By SHELLEY WILSON 
Staff Writer 
By the end of August, the merger of Student 
Affairs with Emollment and Academic Services 
should be complete. 
The former 16 positions in Emollment and 
Academic Services and Student Affairs are now 
eight positions in the new Division of Student 
Development and Emollment Services . 
The eight positions under .this new merger are 
Student Government and Divisional Operations, 
Administrative Affairs, Academic Development 
and Retention, Special Programs, Campus Life, 
Undergraduate Admissions, Financial Aid and 
Optimal Student Leaming Environment 
Committed to Student Success. 
The Student Government advisor is a new posi-
tion that was added during the merger. The SG 
Advisor will advise student leaders on various 
issues related to programs and services provided to 
meet UCF student needs. 
The Interim Vice President for the new division, 
Tom Huddleston, believes that this new position 
will provide a · greater focus on Student 
Government. "Student Government is an impor-
tant learning community," he said. "The new 
Student Government advisor will ensure consistent 
communication with me and accessibility to my 
office." 
The Internal Steering Committee has the initial 
task of helping steer the Division through its transi-
tion. This Committee consists of representatives of 
different- departments such as Undergraduate 
Admissions, Student Union and the Registrar's 
Office. They advise the division of any issues or 
good ideas that need action to ensure a good transi-
tion. 
Some services are in new departments that are 
strategically related and can open new avenues to 
Now Hiring 
student success. Campus Life will include such ser-
vices as Residence Life, Student Activities and 
Campus ·Ministries. Academic Development and 
Retention, the next largest department, will offer 
the Student Academic Resource Center, 
Orientation and Advisement Programs. : 
"Our new division is committed to student suc-
cess," said Huddleston, "all our efforts will proyide 
the foundation for an optimal student learning envi-
ronment. Clearly we will add value to the UCF 
experience; the new value from our merger will 
strengthen student services, foster collaboration 
among students, faculty and staff and improve 
UCF's competitive advantage." 
The office locations of the new division are in the 
Administrative Building. Student Government 
Business Staff and Divisional Operations Support, 
Administrative Affairs and Campus Life will be in 
Room 282. Academic Development and Special 
Programs will be in Room 210. 
The mission statement of the Division of 
Development and Enrollment Services is to pro-
vide services through programs and opportunities 
that establish a meaningful collegiate student learn-
.ing experience. The primary activities, programs 
and opportunities of Student Development and 
Emollment Services contribute to emollment 
growth, campus life and academic development 
support services for a diverse and talented student 
population. · Collaboration and partnership will be a 
cornerstone within the division to ensure broad 
support and quality outcomes. 
According to Huddleston, this new merger will 
allow students, faculty and administrators to work 
together to maximize the success of UCF students. 
"We will continue to fos.ter support and _darity of 
purpose within.the two divisions," he s~d, "and we 
want to provide greater learning opportunities for 
students." 
~ 
I II 
I 
Be a star at AMC PLEASURE 
ISLAND 24 THEATRES! 
• Free movies for you & your family 
• 401k plan 
• Free access to the parks 
• flexible hours 
• Starts at $6.00/ hr 
Now accepting applications for hire & interviewing, at 
the theatre, on Tuesdays at 4pm sharp. 
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Students need motivation for ·su'ccess 
By LINDA RAMOS 
Staff Writer 
Somewhere along life's path, students Learn to per-
ceive the learning process as an intolerable chore. 
This feeling, carried over into the college years, 
leads to low levels of motivation. 
Simply, motivation is defined as the energy that 
propels you forward in life. Linda S. Lumsden in 
her article "Student Motivation to Learn" gives a 
more technical definition. Motivation, either intrin-
sically or extrinsically driven, is the "intense need to 
explore" which is heightened or lessened by each 
individual's personal reasons for whether involve-
ment or noninvolvement in the activity is necessary. 
Intrinsic motivation causes an activity's perfor-
mance for the activity's own sake due to the inner 
feelings of enjoyment it creates. 
Extrinsic motivation causes an activity's perfor-
mance or non-performance due to external rewards 
and punishments perceived as existing within the 
environment. 
Lumsden provides a research-based approach to 
increasing motivation called the attribution retrain-
ing process. This process helps students build moti-
vation by focusing on the actual task rather than the 
feelings of failure, frustration, and doubt that may 
normally accompany that particular task. 
Students lower their own motivation levels by 
internally beating themselves up when they make 
mistakes i.e., "I'm just no good in this class." In con-
trast, the retraining process helps students to attribute 
mistakes to solutions they can control like learning 
more efficient study skills. 
The University of Victoria's Leaming Skills 
Program takes a more practical approach to increas-
ing motivation. Ideas for increasing motivation can 
be discovered from students' complaints about low 
motivation. 
I'm just not motivated to be org~zed. It's nor-
mal to avoid activities that 
are perceived as unpl~as­
ant-being · organized may 
beoneofthem.Ratherthan 
viewing organization as 
negative, associate positive 
rewards and thoughts to 
getting organized (e.g., if you're more organized, 
your grades can improve). Reward yoursel(for 
those times when you are·organized. 
There are too many distractions. Again, build a 
self-reward system. When you say no to that party in 
order to study for the exam, reward yourself for 
being self-disciplined. This helps build inner future 
motivation. 
My classes are boring. Increase motivation by 
changing your learning style. Maybe your studying 
method is too passive because you're a much more 
active learner. Challenge yourself. by taking addi-
tional classes. Develop an interest for "boring" class-
es by viewing it as one step closer to graduatidn. 
I can't get interested in school because of my per-
sonal problems. This may require professional 
counseling. Seek advice from family, friends, cam-
pus counselors, and even, if appropriate, from pro-
fessors. 
College doesn't have any meaning for me. 
Examine the reasons why you are in college. You 
may just need to change majors or take a semester 
off. Virginia Tech's pamphlet entitled Constructive 
Suggestions Regardir.g Motivation states that some 
serious soul-searching of interests, strengths: and 
weaknesses can help match a student's interests with 
appropriate career options. 
Linda Ramos is associated with Full Student 
Services (FSS) which provides word processing/typ-
ing and research assistance to college students. 
Direct all correspondence regarding this article to 
FSS, PO Box 622077 Oviedo, FL 32762-2077 or 
407-525-3302. 
Why wait until you graduate to 
get connected? 
Join the Student Alumni A66ociation today 
-,and take adv ant~ <)f the68 ~reat ~Mfit5:. 
• Fun.5oclala •free Seminars • 5cholarel11pa • 
• Free T-ehirt and Lapel Pin • Local Diecounte from Area Merchanta • 
• Networ~ng with Prominent Alumni Prof eaaionala • Leaderahip Opportunitiea• 
• lnvitationa to Mingle with Alumni at Varioua Eventa • 
• Student Alumni Ambaaeadora Council (SMC) • Mentor Program • 
• One Year Subscription to P egaaue Magazine • 
•Your CONNECTION to the "Real World.11 • 
U i F For more information call 407 ·823·3453 
SAA or stop by the Administration Building, room 340. 
Central Florida Future • 6 
$225 
(includes textbook) 
6 - 8 week program 
UCF Main Campus• UCF South Orlando Center 
call 
( 407) 207-4929 
Division of Continuing Education 
St. Joseph's 
·Catholic Church 
1501 Alafaya Trail 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday Masses: 
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m 
275-0841 
-----
-------
Pregnancy Help - 658-0016 
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Aggravated assault arrest made at construction site 
_ By GWEN R. RHODES 
Assistant News Editor 
A 26-year-old male was arrested for 
aggravated assault and battery on Aug. 
13, according to a UCF Police 
Department report. 
Police responded to a physical distur-
bance call at the Centex Construction 
site off Libra Drive next to the Student 
Health Center. On arrival, police dis-
covered a black male with a bloodied lip 
and mouth. Rescue was called to treat 
the man's injuries. 
After consultation with the two male 
victims and witnesses, it was determined 
that the scuffle had begun when the sus-
pect began ruipmaging through one of 
the victim's toolboxes for a cup to get 
some water. The victim asked the sus-
pect to leave the toolbox alone and tried 
to shut the toolbox when the suspect hit 
him in tl:ie ear. The two men then wres-
tled for a few minutes. Another male 
tried to help the first victim and was also 
accosted by the suspect. During the 
physical exchange, the suspect also 
threatened to kill the two men. The sus-
pect was arrested for the above charges. 
In addition, both victims wish to prose-
cute for the threats made against their 
lives. 
In other reports released by the 
UCFPD: 
•An 18-year-old UCF student reported 
a missing red and black 1994 Honda 
CBR 600 motorcycle from parking lot 
C-1 on Aug. 14 . 
Sometime around noon, the victim's 
mother noticed the motorcycle missing. 
but assumed that her son had gone home 
for lunch. The victim reported the 
motorcycle missing later 'that afternoon 
when he attempted to leave campus. 
•A 50-year-old female was arrested for 
obstruction of a police officer's lawful 
duties when she was stopped for having 
the wrong tags on 
her vehicle. When 
questioned, she 
gave a false name. 
Upon further 
questioning she 
gave her real 
name and said her license was suspend-
ed. When the officer ran her real name, it 
came back as a suspended license. 
The 1999 registration decal on the tag 
had apparently been cut off another tag 
and then glued onto the one the suspect 
was using. The tag on the vehicle came 
back as having expired in March of 
1998. 
•A 19-year-old ,UCF student reported 
her bicycle stolen from the bike racks 
between buildings 65 and 75 sometime 
before 10 a.m. on Aug. 15. She stated 
that she had locked her bike onto the 
rack with a combination lock. The cost 
of the black and purple Roadmaster is 
approximately $80. The bike is a girl's 
26-inch, IO-speed with black tires, a 
black seat, straightened mountain han-
dlebars and black plastic pedals. The 
bike had a black water bottle attached to 
the frame. The victim is willing to pros-
ecute. 
•On Aug. 17, a 19-year-old UCF stu-
dent reported that his new UCF p~king 
decal had been removed from his vehicle 
while it was in parking lot G-2. The 
decal was stolen between the hours of 
11 :30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. from the rear 
window of the victim's vehicle. 
•A pool pump was reporte~ stolen from 
the Health and Public Affairs construc-
tion site sometime between 3:30 p.m. on 
Aug. 17 and 6:30 a.m. on Aug. 18. When 
personnel returned the next morning, the 
pump was missing along with an exten-
sion cord. The pump was located next to 
the Service Access Road. It had been cut 
away from the PVC piping. The com-
plainant is willing to prosecute. 
Buy 1 Futon . 
Get 3 kinds of comfort! 
~iiiii! 
Loveseat Position 1 
Futon loveseat opens to 3 positions: 
Loveseat, chaise lounge or full-size bed! 
Strong solid pine frame. 
Optional removable cover . 
Lounge Position 2 
Stretch your legs into TV position! 
Your futon's also a comfortable chaise lounge. 
FutonsPlus+ 
It's a lo_veseat. A chaise lounge . 
A full-size bed! 
~Position 3 
Fully open. ifs a handy bed! 
Benchmark's exdusive frame design hos arms that 
automatically fold down, completely out of your way. 
So you enjoy unrestricted sleeping comfort. 
Mattress and solid pine frame also available in twin . 
6464 E Colonial Drive Orlando, FL 
One Block East of 436 on Hwy 50 
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First day jitters affects students of all ages 
By VICKI DeSORMIER 
Staff Writer 
The first day of school is intimidating no 
matter how old you are. 
The questions race through your mind: 
Where do I go? How long does it take to get 
from the Student Center to the 
Communications Building or from the park-
ing garage to the Computer Lab? Do I have 
the right books? If not, what do I do about 
it? 
For those students who haven't been in the 
classroom for a decade or two, or even 
longer, the start of classes can be downright 
frightening. Dana Barton is 42 years old. 
The last time she was in school was 1974 
when she graduated high school in Lowell, 
Mass. Since then, she has seen three of her 
own children graduate high school and one 
graduate college. 
"Now it's my tum," she said. "And I'm 
scared out of my mind." 
She said she has been telling her family 
that when the youngest 
child graduated high 
school she wanted 
nothing inore than to go back and get a col-
lege degree. 
"So here I am," she said, clutching a white 
plastic bag full of textbooks just purchased 
from the newly-opened bookstore on cam-
pus. "Here I am. I don't even know what my 
major is. You think I'd know that. I've had 
almost a quarter of a century to figure that 
one out." 
Barton said she believes she wants to 
major in computer science, but she wants to 
take a few classes before she makes that 
decision. Right now, she said, she doesn't 
even .know where the computer center is. 
"It's so scary out on this huge campus for 
the first time," she said. "I think it's easier 
when you' re a kid. Everything is easy then. 
When you get to be my age, everything is 
hard." 
Sharrie Ward disagrees. The 53-year-old is 
raising her grandson alone and starting her 
freshman year at UCF. 
"OK, so I'm only tak-
ing one class," she 
laughed, but when I get on full time next 
year, I'll be a freshman." 
·She said, the first days of class are going 
to be difficult, especially knowing how to 
get from one place to another on campus. 
"But at my age, you've learned that you get 
a map and that there's no such thing as a 
dumb question." 
She said the toughest part about returning 
to school has been working out daycare. "I 
thought I was done with that," she said. 
"But, I'm not and that's just another little 
thing I'll have to overcome. I'm scared com-
ing back to school at my age, but what the 
hey, I've lived this long ... I think I can sur-
vive college." 
Barton and Ward said they are excited 
about being back in the classroom and hope 
they will survive the rigors of taking classes, 
doing their out of class work and keeping a 
balance in the rest of their lives. 
"I look at all of life as a challenge and this 
is just another risk I'm going to take," Ward, 
said. "That doesn't mean I'm not scared. I 
am. But that won't keep me from doing 
thi " s. 
Barton compared her first day on campus 
to canoeing on unfamiliar waters. "All of a 
sudden there's a tree down in front of you 
and you have to paddle like crazy to get 
around it," she noted. "But once you get 
around it, it's OK for a while." 
Many older (non-traditional) students are 
taking on the challenge of a college educa-
tion at a later point in life than most. If you, 
or someone you know, is doing this, let me 
·know about the special challenges facing 
the older student. E-mail ·me at 
wordgal@rocketmail.com and give me your 
name and a phone number where I can 
reach you. 
Total Expense Limit for Candidates 
$1 00. 00 total for 
Dates to remember: 
August 31, 1998: 
Pick up petitions from · 
Senate Secretary in the 
SGA office, SU room 214, 
after 9am. 
September 8-9, 1998: 
Declaration of Candidacy 
must be made by S:OOpm 
specific College Seat 
$150.00 total for At-large 
on Sept. 9th in the SGA office. 
September 9, 1998: 
Active campaigning may 
begin after 6:00pm. 
September 14-16, 1998: 
Senate elections are held. 
September 21-23, 1998: 
Senate run-off elections are 
held if needed. 
For more detials 
call 823-2191 
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Website aids in students search for scholarship money 
By VICKI DeSORMIER 
Staff Writer 
You've paid your tuition for this semester, 
bought your books and written out your 
checks for housing and discovered one very 
important thing: college is not cheap. 
Of course we all knew this coming in, but 
actually seeing those figures on paper in 
front of you can really drive that point home 
in a pretty painful way. Especially when 
you realize you have to do it all again in a 
couple of months. 
Of course there is help. 
Thousands of individuals and organiza-
tions have money ready to give away to stu-
dents who meet their criteria. 
There are grants and scholarships based 
on your need, your grades, your ethnic ori-
gin, your gender, your parents' military his-
tory, your gender and hundreds of other cri-
teria. All you have to do is find them. 
Sorting through all of those would be 
enough to make anyone insane ... not to 
mention that you wouldn't have time to do 
your school work this semester if you were 
to seek out all your options for money for 
next semester . 
~ 
A website called fastWEB (financial aid 
search through the Web) can help ease the 
pain of the search. And, unlike many other 
scholarship search sites on the web, it's 
free. Just type in http//www.fastweb.com 
and you're ready to go . 
It'll take you about 10 minutes or so to fill 
out a quick survey that asks you about your 
interests, your educational history, your eth-
nic background, your parents, and such. Fill 
it out carefully and honestly, there are legit-
imate reasons for the questions they are ask-
ing., 
Those who finance scholarships can make 
any criteria they want when designing their 
educational grant. Talk show host David 
Letterman finances one for C-students who 
attend Ball State University. That won't do 
you any good at UCF, but if you were to call 
yourself an A-student on the survey you 
would disqualify yourself from some 
money that might have been 
rightfully yours. 
After you fill out the survey, take a few 
minutes to check out some of the site's 
sponsors (that's what keeps the site free) 
while the computer matches you up with 
potential money sources based on the 
answers and infor-
mation you provid-
ed in the survey. 
You'd be sur-
prised at some of 
the scholarships 
that are out there 
specifically geared toward students at a spe-
cific school so be sure to let them know 
you're at UCF to check out what money 
might be available just for you here .. 
Once you have the names, the people at 
fastWEB have continued to make your life 
easier by giving you all that you need to 
make your pursuit of the cash a successful 
one. Letters to request an application? Just 
a click away. 
Assistance in filling out the application? 
Point and click. It's all right there . 
This site has everything you need to 
ensure that you get at least some money to 
help you out starting next semester. It's too 
late for this term, but don't procrastinate on 
getting things started for next time around. 
The site is bright and clean and easy to nav-
igate. -It's so easy, even your parents could 
figure it out. You might want to tell them 
about it...maybe they can do the leg work 
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For more information contact 
Joe Behar 
Tel.: (407) 281-6284 
or e-mail: 
jdb18239@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu 
oa<. CITY. The world's First Rock'n Roll com uter. 
for you, which would leave you more time 
on earning those .Ns. 
If you have younger friends or siblings 
who will be heading to college next year, 
tell them to log on to the site too. It'd be 
great to get that money flowing in the first 
semester. 
Scholarship money is available even for 
students who are seeking advanced degrees, 
so even if you're graduating this semester, 
but have plans for graduate school, check 
this one out. There's money for you. 
The site also offers links to colleges, grad-
uate schools and other institutions of higher 
learning in case you plan to take your edu-
cational pursuits somewhere else. (Though 
we know you really don't want to do that!) 
fastWEB makes the painful drudgery of 
seeking out scholarship money a much sim-
pler task. You almost won't mind doing the 
little bit of work required. 
And when the money starts coming in, 
you'll be glad you did it. 
fastWEB can make a huge difference in 
your financial well being. Take a few min-
utes to check it out and you'll be able to 
concentrate on your studies instead of wor-
rying about how to pay for it all! 
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Lead Stories 
• Six women filed a lawsuit in Birmingham in July 
against Alabama's new ban on the sale of sex toys 
("any device designed or marketed as useful primari-
ly for the stimulation of human genital organs"). 
According to four of the women, the law is a special 
violation of their privacy, in that they are described in 
the lawsuit (according to an Associated Press report) 
as "needing" sexual aids to achieve orgasm. 
•In Bridgeport, Conn., in July, a 37-year-old man 
was put on probation and ordered to counseling for 
breaking into a Fairfield, Conn., home on April 17. 
According to police, the man's motive was that he 
knew white people lived there because the house was 
painted white and that he wanted to kill some white 
people because he was tired of what be called 
"honkies" not respecting him. The man is white, too,_ 
but according to police, he believes he is black. 
• Least Competent Magician: According to an 
Australian Broadcasting Commission report in June, 
Luke Dow was recuperating in a hospital in Mount 
Isa, Australia, and was considering a lawsuit against 
an unnamed magician as a result of a recent perfor-
mance. Dow said he had volunteered from the audi-
ence to ~sist in two stunts. First, the magician was to 
snatch a piece of paper out of Dow's hand with a 
whip, but he missed, snapping Dow hard in the head. 
Dow nonetheless decided to do the second stunt, in 
which he would hold a balloon in his hand while the 
magician shot at it with his back turned, looking at a 
mirror. The first shot hit Dow in the hand. 
Doesn'tAnyone Drive Sober 
Anymore? 
In Colonial Beach, Va., in May, Michael L. Long, 
46, was charged with DUI as he pulled up in a limo 
at Colonial Beach High School to pick up his passen-
gers: students who had procured his services for the 
evening as a graduation night designated driver. Two 
weeks later, in Minneapolis, Curtiss Clarin, 56, was 
charged with DUI and failure to take a breathalyzer 
test; for the last 15 years, Clarin has been employed 
by the Minneapolis Police Department to testify in 
jury trials about how Breathalyzers work. 
News From the Disrespect 
Community 
In May, Professor John H. Lammers was fired by 
the University of Central Arkansas for making a 
snorting noise as he passed school administrators 
with whom he had been feuding. And in April, Li 
Sanhua was sentenced to 20 years in prison in China's 
Hubei province for shooting a hole in the flag of 
China on a sports field. And in February, Jermaine 
Brown and his cousin Jonas Brown, both 21, were 
sentenced in Durham, N.C., to six months in jail for 
riddling a man's car with bullets because, said the 
prosecutor, he "looked at them funny." 
No Stress Picking Up the 
Paycheck 
In March 1997, Algie Toomer won a $100,000 set-
tlement against the state of North Carolina for harass-
ment during a power struggle in his office at the 
Department of Motor Vehicles. A legislative commit-
tee investigating the power struggle called him once 
as a witness, and in June 1998 Toomer announced 
that the hearing was so stressful that he had been 
advised by doctors to take the next year off. And two 
employees of the Canadian Department of Foreign 
Affairs have not been to work since April because, 
they maintain, harassment by their supervisors would 
cause them to lapse into clinical depression. 
Mixed News on Smoking 
A study released in July by a London Institute of 
Psychiatry researcher concluded that, in the 13 years 
of once-a-year, no-smoke workdays in England, the 
accident rate on those days always goes up. On the 
other hand, preliminary findings in July of a Boston 
University medical school study revealed that smok-
www.UCFfuture.com 
ing could reduce the size of a man's erection in the 
same way that it shrinks the heart. 
Government in Action 
• France's Employment and Solidarity Ministry 
reported in June that already it had logged "several 
thousand" violations against companies for working 
too hard. (The legal maximum is now 39 hours a 
week and drops to 35 in the year 2000.) Among the 
Ministry's recent busts were a crucial early-evening 
labor-management bargaining session at the commu-
nications firm Alcatel and one at the defense contrac-
tor Thomson-CSF, after which the company agreed to 
lock its buildings at 7 p.m. 
• Puerto Rican legislator Augusto Sanchez Fuentes 
proposed in April that the government sponsor ''fajrs" 
to which mothers could bring their newborns and put 
them on sale (for instant adoption) to people from the 
mainland. He said such fairs would at once reduce 
abortions, improve tourism, streamline the adoption 
process, and ease poverty in Puerto Rico as mothers 
begin to look on the fairs as a way to make procre-
ation profitable. 
•Purdy, Mo., banker Glen Garrett, 66, said in March 
that he has spent about $1 million in legal fees in six 
years to fight federal regulators who fined him 
$25,000 for doing business as his father had taught 
him, by handshake, rather than by required paper-
work. In one paperless deal, Garrett hired himself to 
construct a bank building, but that upset the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corp. because there were no com-
petitive bids, even though an independent appraiser 
later said Garrett charged about $300,000 less than 
market price. 
• In June, as international sanctions sank in for 
Pakistanis as a result of the nuclear face-off with 
India, Pakistan's prime minister Nawai Sharif said it 
is the patriotic duty of his countrymen to "eat grass" 
so that money continues to be available for defense 
spending. (The Washington Post reported the Sharif 
paid $58 in income tax in the last year for which fig-
ures are available, despite the fact that his family's 
·business, the lttefaq Group, is the country's fourth 
largest industrial company, worth $217 million.) 
• In June, Ontario Health Minister Elizabeth Witmer 
ordered a stop to her office's requiring photographs of 
the breasts of women who want reduction surgery 
(though apparently it was only a staff preference to 
demand the photos, not a department policy). She 
pointed out that photos of breasts are irrelevant in 
determining medical necessity and that few other 
surgeries require evidence beyond the physician's 
certification. (In 1992, a similar problem arose at the 
Alabama Medicaid office in Birmingham.) 
Least Competent Criminal 
Karl Ray Johnson, 23, was charged with disorderly 
conduct at Mervyn's department store _on Sereno 
Drive in Vallejo, Calif., in June. He fell through a ceil-
ing from a crawl-space ledge on which he was 
perched, just above four dressing rooms in which 
females were trying on swimsuits. 
Recurring Themes 
Among the most astonishing cases of paraphilia that 
News of the Weird gets to report are the outhouse 
peepers, who lurk in raincoats in the pits of outdoor 
toilets. The last widely reported sighting was of a 26-
year-old man just outside Peterborough, Ontario, in 
1995, but another alert went out in June 1998 in 
Horsetooth Mountain Park near Fort Collins, Colo., 
when a 28-year-old woman using an outhouse 
noticed a red light in the pit and looked down to find 
a man standing in hip-high waders videotaping her. 
He escaped. 
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, PO. 
Box 8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or 
Weird@compuserve.com. <;huck Shepherd's latest 
paperback, "The Concrete Enema and Other News of 
the Weird Classics, " is now avail.able at bookstores 
everywhere. To order it direct, call 1-800-642-6480 
and mention this newspaper. The price is $6.95 plus 
$2 shipping.) 
• Dresses 
•Skirts 
•Blouses 
•Sweaters 
•Purses 
•Furniture 
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Central Florida Children's Home 
THRIFT STORE 
8519 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
(Across from Holiday Inn Express) 
DONATIONS APPRECIATED' 
. Please call for pickup 
Many Great buys on: 
•Coats •Men's Suites 
•Sleep Ware •Trousers 
•Ladies Suits •Shorts 
• Shoes • Blazers 
•Shirts -All types • T.V.'s 
•Copy Machines •Dishes 
Plus Much More!! 
277-2227 
Help us HELP the child-ren 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
•Ties 
•Infant Ware 
• Children·s Ware 
•Jeans 
• Stuffed Toys 
• NickNacks 
We have I 0,000 sq. ft. Of attractive clothing and useful Miscellaneous 
merchandise. Fresh materials come into the store everyday. Shop with 
us for great, unbeliernble sayings! 
· Totally owned & operated by the Central Florida Children's 
Home. · 
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Campus driving proves a scary ride 
JASON HEIRONIMUS 
Opinion Editor 
Before I begin this column of 
epic proportions I believe it the 
right thing to do to apologize to all 
the students that were driving on 
campus the first day of school. It 
seems that I was a major inconve-
nience to nearly every driver on 
the UCF campus last Thursday 
because I was the only driver pay-
ing attention to what I was doing 
at that precise moment, driving. 
Everyone else was consumed by 
thoughts of classes, books, profes-
sors, the Hanson boys, etc. 
This is not a new phenomenon, 
however. . I have seen it many 
times and in many different forms. 
During this phenomenon the dri-
ver forgets that he/she is behind 
the wheel of a major destructive 
force and instead drives as if 
behind the wheel of a bumper car. 
This' phenomenon is commonly 
known as Stupid Driving, or SD. 
The problem with SD is that it 
comes and goes and when it 
comes it is nearly impossible for 
the person inflicted to realize it 
because they have so many other 
things to worry about at the 
moment. However, those effected 
by SD can easily recognize it. 
Usually one tries to inform some-
one that he/she has been stricken 
with a bout of SD by casually 
pointing upward with the middle 
finger or by making rude remarks 
about their mother. If you ever see 
someone trying to help you out in 
this manner please maK.e the prop-
er arrangements. 
Stupid driving is most prevalent 
in the driving habits of tourists or 
any visitors to a foreign land. 
Where I come from, the beach, 
many tourists visit to practice 
their stupid driving skills. I say 
this because there must be some 
degree of brilliance within stupid 
driving because these people ar 
still alive! It takes quite a bit of 
bravery to make a right turn in the 
left turn only lane when the light 
turns green. I have seen this over 
and over again. People work so 
hard to travel from one place to 
the next and then when they cross 
the state line they figure they can 
put their car on auto-pilot and let it 
do the rest. 
The actfon that prompted this 
column was that of a young lady 
struggling to get to class. I was 
walking across the street with 
many other pedestrians on the 
crosswalk, when a car nearly ran 
over me. It was similar to one of 
those movies when a car comes to 
a screeching halt three inches 
before hitting a small baby. 
Suffice to say, the near-hit was 
quite scary considering how much 
I value my legs, and my life for 
that matter. But what really aston-
ished me was that the girl didn't 
even acknowledge that she had 
nearly taken a life. When I stared 
at her through her windshield she 
simply started to shuffle through 
some papers of hers and continued 
to look innocent. She didn't even 
apologize! 
I understand that we all suffer 
from bouts of SD from time to 
time and much like the Spice Girls 
it is hard to escape unscathed. So I 
have come up with an idea that I 
believe would curb the SD-related 
accidents on campus. I think that 
UCF should integrate the "people 
mover" system from just that of 
Tomorrow land at Walt Disney 
World to our campus. The "peo-
ple mover" is such an ideal sys-
tem. Have you ever seen anyone 
get hit or run over in the compli-
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cated system of tracks that 
makes up the "people· mover"? 
Neither have I. Plus, everyone 
is so happy on the "people 
mover". Everyone gets a pleas-
ant, stress-free ride and no one 
has to worry about parking, 
which is the leading cause of 
SD. 
Which leads me to the next 
issue at handt I have often criti-
cized the lack of parking on 
campus, however, I have come 
to understand that there is pret-
ty much a world shortage of 
parking. Where do you think 
. people in Tokyo and Taiwan 
park their cars? They don't, 
they just fold them up and stuff 
them in their briefcases. In two 
local apartment complexes I 
·have been witness to a com-
plex-wide case of SD in which 
the entire complex was stricken 
because they only built enough 
spaces for handicapped Jrivers, 
which is fine, except that these 
drivers are not frequenting these 
complexes! 
There is a conspiracy theory 
out there that categorically 
states that "the man" is trying to 
reduce our numbers by reducing 
parking, thus driving us into a 
crazed state of SD, thus result-
ing in the deaths of many unsus-
pecting peds (pedestrians) . But 
we can curb this alarming trend 
by making ourselves familiar 
with those big things on the side 
of the road, sometimes called 
street signs. 
For example, the sign that 
reads "ped xing" may want to 
be pronounced as "ped zing" 
but the problem with that is that 
it means, literally, "back away 
from the camel" in Arabic. But 
what it should mean to those 
trying to combat SD is "pedes-
trian crossing", signifying that 
those without motor vehicles 
may try their luck at crossing 
the street. Another important 
street sign, arguably the most 
important, would be the red, 
sor:t of round-shaped sign that is 
emblazoned with the letters S-
T-0-P. When read aloud these 
letters form the word "stop" 
which means to cease all for-
ward motion. And one last 
important sign would be the big 
rectangular one with the letters 
Y-1-E-L-D on it. This is a form 
of "stop" but the driver should 
note that it is not license to 
blindly enter the next lane. 
Yield means that you should be 
careful of cars to the lane which 
you are about to enter and 
should thus proceed with 
extreme caution. 
These last few hints w~re only 
for those who took SD home 
with them. Most people sponta-
neously recover ·once out of 
their cars. So now that I have 
warned you of Stupid Driving 
please take heed and tell your 
friends, after all, knowing is 
half the battle. 
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Florida State professor predicts hurricanes 
By PETE REINWALD 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Jim Elsner 
always saw upward and forward. As a 
child, he would look into the sky and his 
future. 
His future would become a whirlwind 
of research and statistics. And his future 
would become, in a sense, our destiny. 
Elsner, 38, predicts hurricanes. He is an 
associate professor of meteorology at 
Florida State University. He knows all 
about pressure. High pressure is going 
one-on-one against Michael Jordan. 
Atmospheric pressure is going storm-for-
storm against William Gray. 
That's what Elsner is doing. And he's 
not exactly twisting in the wind. 
Gray is the Colorado State University 
meteorology professor who has been pre-
dicting hurricanes since .1984. He is the 
unquestioned authority on seasonal hurri-
cane forecasts. He is Michael Jordan with 
a barometer. 
But Gray shot an unstable-air ball last 
year. He predicted in April 1997 that we'd 
see seven hurricanes, including three 
major ones during the 1997 Atlantic hur-
ricane season. We saw three hurricanes, 
including one major one. 
Elsner beat Gray one-on-one, predicting 
a season of six hurricanes, two of them 
major. Gray said that he underestimated 
the effects of El Nino on hurricane devel-
opment. Elsner predicted last December 
that El Nino - that crazy . weather phe-
nomenon blamed (or everything from too 
many flies to the flyover - would inhibit 
hurricane activity in the Atlantic, 
Caribbean and Gulf. He was right. 
"To b~at the industry standard for a year 
is good," Elsner said. "There's a certain 
amount of pride. But it's not something 
that extends very far." 
Like most scientists, Elsner is quiet, 
perhaps awkwardly quiet at first, and 
deliberate in his comments. But he is not 
the · stereotype pens-in-the-shirt-pocket 
scientist. He wears stylish glasses and a 
little beard more fit for a guitarist. 
"Culture still looks at scientists as kind 
of geeky," Elsner said. "I look at my col-
leagues as part of the old generation; still 
very conservative in how they dress and 
how they act. I'm much more aware of 
people's perception of me." 
Those who know Elsner speak highly of 
his ethics and of his loyalty. 
On a visit to Tallahassee not long ago, 
for example, Gray asked Elsner if he 
could recommend any Ph.D. students. 
Elsner gave Gray one of his best, Todd 
Kimberfain. Elsner knew that Gray's 
name would do a lot for Kimberlain's 
career, Kimberlain said. 
"He was thinking of me in that instance, 
and not of himself," said Kimberlain, 
who continues to work with Elsner on the 
annual hurricane forecast. "It was one of 
the most unselfish acts I could think of." 
Elsner has been making seasonal hurri-
cane predictions since 1994. His is one of 
three recognized forecasts in the United 
States - a group in Houston also puts one 
out. Elsner recently became the first to 
give an extended hurricane forecast - a 
five-year model through the year 2002 
that calls for four hurricanes this year, 
"four or five" next year and eight in 2000. 
The 1998 Atlantic hurrican~ season runs 
through Nov. 30. Elsner makes no 
promises. ·But here's his prediction: 
Three hurricanes, one of them major. 
That's from the forecast Elsner put out in 
December. 
But Elsner said he's relying more on his 
long-term model of four hurricanes, the 
same number it predicted last year. 
Elsner said he believes the lingering ·El 
Nino, which causes a change in upper-
level winds not conductive to hurricane 
development in the Atlantic, will keep the 
number of hurricanes down. 
Eisner's work doesn't involve watching 
a hurricane develop and forecasting its 
movement. His work, as is Gray's, is 
long-term forecasting. 
Both make their forecasts based on 
parameters that most of us wouldn't dis-
cuss over coffee, let alone all day - upper-
level winds along the east and southeast 
coasts of the United States and Panama, 
rainfall in Africa and water temperature 
in the Pacific. 
In April, Gray predicted six hurricanes 
and two maj01; ones for this season. 
Elsner said he doesn't keep track of his 
forecasts or how he does against Gray. 
The year before last, Elsner predicted 
eight hurricanes, one of them major, and 
Gray predicted seven hurricanes, two of 
them major. The 1996 season featured 
nine hurricanes, including five major 
ones. 
Elsner has been hanging in there wi.th 
Gray, who has been in this field for about 
40 years. So it's possible that when we 
look at Elsner, we're looking at the future 
of hurricane forecasting. 
,, 
• 
Open for lunch and dinner, Monday- Friday, 
Located in the Student Resource Center, the UDR 
carries a wide variety of dining choices, in both 
prepared to order and buffet-style formats. 
We offer: A changing variety of cooked-to-order foods, 
including wok cookery, pasta specialties, fajitas and 
sizzling salads. 
Hot, fresh, traditional ''meat and potatoes" meals 
using our time tested recipes right out of grandma's 
kitchen. Coupled with a selection from one of a 
variety of hot, daily vegetables and you've got a 
meal that will remind you of home. 
Our popular salad bar, offering fresh greens, 
toppers and specialty salads, along with soup and 
deli sandwiches, featuring premium meats and a 
variety of fresh breads and rolls. 
A mouth watering array of cakes, pies and other 
favorite desserts along with all 
your favorite beverages 
M-F: 11 :30am-1 :30pm, S:OOpm- 7:1 Spm 
This new dining facility features Sub Connection, 
Chick-fil-A, and Freshens Yogurt. Great Escapes is 
located in the Student Services Complex, next to 
the Bookstore. Here you can enjoy hot and cold 
subs, Chick-fil-A, Freshens frozen yogurt and 
smoothie shakes. A welcome addition 
to the UCF campus. 
M-Th: 10:30am-7pm 
Fri: 10:30am-2:30pm 
M-Th: 7:30am-7pm 
Fri: 7:30am-2:30pm 
-6 
M-Th: 7:30am-7pm 
Fri: 7:30am-2:30pm 
Put on your hard hat and head over to 
the Student Services Complex.This 
construction site features your favorite 
/)scar Mayer Hot Dogs (including fat free), 
jumbo baked potatoes, nachos, and taco 
salads.Customize lunch with your 
favorite toppers and condiments chosen 
from a plethora of taste sensations. 
M-Th: 10:30am-7pm Fri: 10:30am-2:30pm 
CAMPUS BUILDINGS 
SPORTS FACILITIES 
PARKING 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/"'dining 
This place has got it all - it's a combination conve-
nience store, grill and pizza shop. Not only that, but 
it's located close to the dorms. Knights Pantry is 
located in the Student Resource Center. 
Convenience Store 
M-Th: 7:30am-10:30pm 
Fri : 7:30am-7:30pm 
Sat: Noon-1:30pm,5:30-7:30pm 
Sun: Noon-1:30pm,5:30pm-10:30pm 
M-F: 11 am-7:30pm 
Sat: Noon-1 :30pm 
Sun: Noon-1 :30pm 
We've built a shrine for those of you 
who tend to run on the late side.We 
like to call it the Fast break (or the 
Temple ofTardiness). Either Way, it . 
features Sub Connection subs, salads, 
bagels, snacks, gourmet coffee and 
other beverages-so when you're late 
to class, at least you're not hungry. 
M-Th: 7:30am-7:30pm Fri: 7:30am 2:30pm 
Hou rr, of operation sub;ect to cha'1gf 
Fresh Inspirations 
Firehouse Grill 
Pizza Hut Express 
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Cal State employee arrested for stealing student IDs 
By RALPH MONTANO 
Scripps-McClatchy Service 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Sacramento 
police have arrested a California State 
University at Sacramento employee who 
used the names and Social Security num-
bers of college applicants to steal more 
that $70,000 in goods and services, 
investigators said. 
George Beatty, 51, was arrested 
Tuesday on suspicion of grand theft and 
false impersonation. 
Investigators said that over the past six 
years Beatty has used the identities of at 
least 24 people to buy stereo equipment, 
furniture, put gas in his car and even pay 
the electric bill. He worked for the uni-
versity for about 20 years, most recently 
in the admissions and records department. 
where he was privy to all the information 
needed in the scam. 
Police were alerted to a possible prob-
lem last month when one victim called 
police claiming that his name had been 
stolen from a college application and was 
used to get a credit card. Teachout took 
the case to university police and found 
that they were investigating two similar 
cases. 
Beatty was first arrested July 17 on sus-
picion of false impersonation. But 
Teachout kept digging through credit 
records and soon found a pattern in the 
people being victimized. 
All of the victims lived outside of the 
Sacramento area and all were applicants 
to a state college, but, for one reason or 
another, did not attend, Teachout said. 
On many applications for credit cards, 
With our staff of experienced travelers. a global network of offices. 
great prices, ticket flexibility and a ton of travel services, we know 
firsthand what it takes to put together a mind·blowing trip ... 
... just don't be surprised if you learn something 
while yeu're having the time of your life. · 
ST/j 
STA TRAVEL 
We've been there. 
Beatty was listed as a reference, 
Teachout said. On others Beatty listed his 
business number as the business number 
of the applicant, he added. 
Chris Adams, an administrative assis-
tant in San Diego, was one of the victims 
identified by police. Adams said 
Wednesday that he applied to several 
state colleges in 1995, but not to 
Sacramento. 
In March, credit card companies began 
calling him about outstanding debt. Eight 
credit cards were issued in his name 
without his knowledge. He estimated that 
$1,900 was spent on gas and stereo 
equipment under his name. 
Adams said he spent hours on the 
phone with creditors straightening our 
the mess, but there has been no lasting 
damage to his. credit rating. 
. . 
"I just bought a motorcycle last week. 
My credit is fine," he said. 
Officials said there is very little a per-
son can do to protect themselves from 
such a scam. 
One defense, Sacramento Police 
Detective Bill Teachout said, is for con-
sumers to file a statement with credit 
reporting agencies requiring that they be 
notified before a credit card is issued in 
their name. 
Ann Reed, spokeswoman for CSUS, 
said the college is very concerned about 
the security of applicants names and 
Social Security numbers. Each employee 
who handles such information is 
screened and trained in protecting the 
information. 
"We take this kind of crime very seri-
ously," she said. 
. UCF BacK to school 
If Quality is Important 
Service list 
.35mm processing and printing . ;Duplications and internegatives of: 
.Photo enlargements . ·slides to slide 
.Passport photos 
.Package printing Slide to color negative· 
.Slide processing 3hr • Slide to b/w negative· 
.120 & 220 slide processing 3hr .··Color negative to slide 
.Scanning of negatives, slides and prints .Copy work to slides or negative: 
.Data file outputting to slides or negative . Flat artwork or photographs 
.Presentation slides . . Graphic designing 
.Powerpoint creation • Graphic layout 
.Digital photo restoration or creation Fuji professional dealer 
.Photo restoration .Commercial photography 
.CD-ROM writing 
.Photo Archive onto CD-ROM. .Studio photography 
.Custom black and white processing .C~nsulting 
special 
Single 
24exp 6.91 
36exp 1.45 
Double 
11.65 
15.85 
Business Special 
I , 
PowerPoint outp,ut 
· · . to slide only i · 
: $5.00 each 
I 
0'M1ed and 
operated 
bya 
UCFAlumni 
N On the comer of University and 
Goldenrod in the Goodings Plaza 
.Black and white ~nlargement .Briefings 
ii ~?::: ~,~.~~~~ 
9AM TO 3:30PM 
__,.___...+-.----!---I-_. 
• Black and white paper, chemistry and film .Overnight 
7624 University Blvd. Winter Park FL 32792 
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FOR RENT I SALE Travel Advisors Seeking Dishwasher for Chinese restaurant SAVE UP TO 80% ON ALL DENTAL SER-STA Travel has immediate openings for 
Ff regular staff in our UCF location 
Ideal candidates are energetic, well trav-
elled and have a passion for offering 
great service Send resume to Greg 407-
541-2003 
Administrative Coordinator for Real Estate in UCF area $5.75 hr. to start 30-35 hrs VICE! VISION CARE NA NATIONAL PRE-
Developer, great work environment in week mostly nights looking for hostess also SCRIPTION PLAN INCLUDED. IMMEDI-
Hewlett-Packard 48GX Graphic Expandable 
Calculator-Required of all Engineering 
Majors. Used for Calculus 3, Differential 
Equations and Physics. Like new. $125 
Hewlett-Packard 12C Calculator-Excellent 
for number crunching and statistical analysis 
of engineering numbers. Like new $40 
Package price for both $140 
Downtown Orlando, growing company, will apply@ Dragon Court 4250 Alafaya Trail ATE COVERAGE $9.00 PER MONTH 15 
train, career opportunity, looking for ener- Oviedo FOR ENTIRE HOUSE HOLD. 
getic, intelligent, detail oriented person with ,11---------------1 CALL 407-592-3605 
computer skills, Jennifer 422-1000 STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK EITHER 1----------------1 
MORNING OR AFl'ERNOON lN BUSY Typing-Day/Evening-IN MY HOME. 
TELEMARKETER NEEDED FOR PROFESSIONAL 1---------------11 FLOWER SHOP ... 249-0500 $.10/WD;; $1.50/PG CALL BEVElµX 
OFFICE PART-TU.ffi, EXPERIENCE REQUIRED, 
GUARANTEED HOURLY PAY PLUS BONUS 
Appointment Setters: guarantee 
$8/hr + commission. Looking for 
dependable people w/ a good speaking 
t--F-o_r_R_e-nt-: _"_M_o_th_e-r--in---la-w-'s_h_o_u-se_"_E_a_t _,_L_u_CE_RNE--M-ED-IC_AL_C_E_NTE_R_H_A_S_IN_TE_RN __ SHIP-s-...1 voice. Work for the world leaders in fit-
..... ___________ .. 382-4920 
Call 291-3195 No Personal Checks 294-8024 
Orlando about 4 miles from UCF, Furnished, AVAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES cooRDI- ness marketing. Part or full time avail-
Upstairs Loft, $300 per month includes all NATION GERIATIUCS, & ADMlNISTRATIONS able. Close to UCF 671-2727 
utilities Call 366-2545 For further info. IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222 
For Sale; Aluminum Gary Fisher 1998 
Mountain Bike, V Brakes; Medium Frame 
$300 Call Vicki @ 896-0536 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Nursing student wanted part time to 
I need five ladies to sell roses in top night- care for elderly 5 evenings 7:30-9:00 
clubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8 Seconds, Sun. 8:30-5:30 Call after 6:00pm 365-
Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per hour, make an 7693 days 366-1699 
easy 75.00 to 200.00 per night! No uniforms, 1--------------....I 
flexible hours, full time or part time Hours are 
9:00-2:00 nightly from Wednesday thru 
Sunday Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and 
t----------------1 have smiling personality Wed have fun and 
BEAUTIFUL CAMELBACK SOFA & LOVESEAT the night goes by quickly! Join our team! 
94 SATURN SLl, $2000 UNDER RErAIL EXTRA 
CLEAN LOADED PW, PDL, CRUISE, Tn..T, 5 SD, 
AM, FM, CASSETIE, 35 MPG @ $5995-CALL 
BOB @ 407/574-6685-DELTONA 
MONEY SEEKS YOU! SALES AND MARKETING 
COMPANY GROWING FAST W/ ALL POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE ACT ON nrrs GREAT OPPORTUN1TY 
831-8303 
EXCELLENT CONDmON. $500 FOR BO'IH CALL Renee 977-0449 
STACY SMITII, 772-6604 LVG.MsG IF NOT HOME 1--------------~ WANTED: DYNAMIC PERSON To 
MS OFF1CE 97 WORD, EXCEL, POWER Pr, 
ACCESS, OUTLOOK, SEALED $79 TAKES IT! 
365-0998 
1971 VOLKSWAGEN VAN 12,000 MILES ON 
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION. NEW STARTER, GENERA-
TOR, TIE-RODS, TIRES. ALPINE CD 
PLAYER/SPEAKERS. VIPER ALARM. SMALL DENT 
ON ENGINE COVER A& REAR QUARTER PANEL. 
$1,000 CALL 407-381-9739 
GRUNGE8383@AOL.COM 
GRAPIDC ARTIST POSITION Pff SPEAK AT LOCAL AREA mGu scuooLS. MUST 
Experienced with MAC operations & pro- HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION AND AT LEAST 2 
grams for magazine layout & design. Working DAYS OPEN PER WEEK. $25 PER/HR AVG. 
knowledge of scanning and importation of CALL RYAN OR JUSTIN AT 1-800-472-7501. 
graphics. Position can become full-time posi- VALET/LOT ArrENDANT/ CASHIER 
tion for right person. Need innovative & 
creative individual. NEEDED. DOWNTOWN PARKING COM-
Aexible hours for right person. PANY IS LOOKING FOR NIGHT AND 
Call Ben Moseley@ ME! Publishing WEEKEND EMPLOYEES. TO APPLY CALL 
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@ 407-423-4906 
ME4NEWS@aol.com PART TIME MARKETING ASSISTANT 
FEMALE HOUSE· TEEN SITTER. ROOM AND INTERNSHIP POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
. & BOARD. SMALL STIPENS - FAST GROWTH COMPANY LOTS OF 
Swimming Instructor Wanted: must 
be experienced and certified $9.50 
hour. Flexible schedule PT or Ff. 
Call 699-1992 
HOST/HOSTESS NEEDED 
RUTH'S CHRIS STEAK HOUSE, A FINE 
DINING RESTAURANT, IS LOOKING FOR 
RESPONSIBLE, DEPENDABLE INDNIDUALS. 
SHIFTS AVAILABLE EVERY EVENING. 
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY-SATURDAY 
BETWEEN 1:00-4:00 PM 
999 DOUGLAS AVENUE (INSIDE INTERIOR 
DECOR CENTER), ALTAMONTE SPRINGS. 
EOE 
SERVICES 
Living Yoga 
classes Mon and Wed Evenings Discounted 
Prices available For Info Call 302-7933 
Start your own fraternity! 
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to start a 
new chapter. If you are interested in academ-
ic success, a chance to network an dan 
opportunity to make friends 
in a non-pledging brotherhood, 
call Faron Lewitt at (317) 334-1898 
HELP WANTED 
NEED RECOMMENDATlONS OPPORTUNITY FAX RESUME: 407-244- t--------------_. 
WITHING TWO MILES OR UCF 3122 WWW.EAGLESCEO.COM TYPING SERVICES, MY HOME EVENINGS 
CALL FOR INTERVIEW 407-207-1456 t------------.....1 CALL TERRY 843-2111 DAY - 352-3756 
POSITIONS AVAIL. IMMEDIATPLY! FuLL EVENING $.10/WD; $1.50/PG 
PART TIME NANNY NEEDED: IN DR. FLExmLE HOURS-GREAT PAY EsTABLISHED TIME, PART TIME UCF CAMPUS 
PHILLIPS/BAY HILL AREA 2 DAYS A WEEK, SMALL LANDSCAPING COMPANY SEEKS CUSTODIAL WORKERS, $5.50 -$6.00 2ND PROFESSIONAL RACKET STRINGING & 
MoN!FRI/ SOME SATURDAY. 8:00 AM _ 6:00PM FOREMAN & LABORERS FOR FULL OR PART TIME AND 3RD SHIFT REPAIR. REASONABLE RATES 
0 WORK. -- CALL 365-4458 977 9135 701 5117 NLY EXPERIENCED PERSON NEED APPLY. LIGITT PLEASE CALL NOW 275-2200 EXT 3 - OR -
HOUSEWORK,FOODPREPARATIONREQUIRED. t-A-C-ARIN--G-AND--RE-L_lAB_LE_S_ITI'E_R_NEE _ DE_D_F_O_R_A-j__:.::.::::..::.:::;,:;..:..:..:_::.:.:_:::.:.:_::::_:_.t"----------------------------i 
SOME EVENINGS, TRAVEL AND OVERNIGHT STAY SEVEN YEAR OLD BOY. EXPERIENCE, REFER- SALE REP NEEDED FOR INTERNET SER-
REQUIRED. IF YOU LOVE CHILDREN, LIKE ENCES AND TRANSPORTATION REQUIRED. VICES. Ff/PT, SALARY & COMM. WILL 
SPORTS, READING, SWIMMING, AND HAVING A AFTERNOON HOURS. CALL TO DISCUSS , TRAIN, CASUAL ENV, HUGE POTENTIAL! 
LOT OF FUN, PLEASE CALL SHElLY 363-4592 AFrER 6~30 PM@ 407-365-8797 CALL MARK AT 292-3164 
UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
STUDENT UNION MEETS TuESDAYS AT 8 
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JOIN US! 
CALLING ALL 
UucF 
KNIGHTS 
Need 25-30 responsible UCF students for part-time work in 
university phonathon 
•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour) 
• Student friendly hours (9 - 18 hours per week) 
Evenings Sunday - Thursday 
• Close to campus (Research Park) 
For More Information Call 275-4366 
Free Calline Card Perfect to call 
home! -- Only 19 cents a min. anywhere in 
the continental US overseas Rates available. 
No surcharges of any kind. Activate to get 
your free card, send SASE to PO Box 677157 
Orlando, FL 32867-7157 
Need a computer or a laptop? 
No money down 100% financing W.A.C. 
Like to earn extra income Call me Now 384-
3045. www.websibiz.com/minshew 
SUCCESSFUL WEIGHT LOSS PLAN HEALTH 
& WELLNESS PRODUCTS PART TIME/FULL 
TIME BUS. OPPORTUNITY PROVEN SUCCESS 
CALL KELLY THOMAS 407-632-0465 
$1250 
FUND RAISER 
Credit Card fundraiser for student orga-
nizations. You've seen other groups 
doing it, now it's your tum. One week 
is all jt takes. NO gimmicks, No tricks, 
No obligation. Call of information 
today. 1-800-932-0528 X 65 
www.ocmconcepts.com 
200,000 - 5 MILLION LUXURY HOME 
FINANCING STATE WIDE COMPETITTVE 
RATES - CALL ME MOORE FOR FREE 
ANALYSIS - 1-888-860-1600 
EXT. 504-480 
ROOMMATES 
Roommate Wanted in 2/1 /12 apt. 1 
mile from downtown $330 + utilities 
Available now/ no rent till Sept 1 
Senior or Grad female preferred Call 
Beth Evening 228-4056 
·~ 
still waiting for the 
lonerv to oav oft? 
In the meantime, call Kelly Services for hot 
Jobs at Aerial communications. 
• Direct Sales Representatives 
• Side-by-Side Representatives 
• Retail Sales Representatives 
Qualifications 
* 1-2 years Sales Experience Preferred 
* Team Player 
* Energetic and Highly Motivated 
* Cold Calling experience needed for 
Direct Sales 
We Offer 
* Hourly Pay Plus Commission 
* Part Time and Full Time Positions 
• Temporary to Full Time 
* Benefit Options 
Call Or Fax Your Resume Today 
Phone (407) 893-7647 
Fax (407) 893-7740 
You called .• We answered~ 
,, 
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A gripping paradise lost 
By CORBETT TRUBEY 
Entertainment Editor 
We all remember that kid who got caned 
in Singapore for vandalism. It's a cruel reminder 
that when us crazy Americans set foot on foreign 
soil, that anything we do can leave us at the mercy 
of places that are much crueler and more brutal 
than anything the U.S. could sick upon us. On the 
surface, "Return To Paradise" seems just that. But 
on a deeper level, 
it's an unsettling 
and powerful movie 
about the strength 
of friendships and 
having the courage 
and conviction to 
accept the responsi-
bility for your 
actions. 
Sheriff 
(Vince Vaughn), 
Tony (David 
There are many things 
about "Return To 
Paradise" that make it 
such an engrossing 
film. · An excellent 
script will keep you 
wondering what the 
fate of the main characters will be from the second 
Beth makes her proposal. From then on the plot is 
driven by the complex characters of all three men 
and Beth, most 
notably Sheriff, who 
has to do the most 
soul-searching of· 
them all. There's 
even a nosy journal-
ist (Jada Pinkett), 
who thinks the 
media could help, 
adding tension to an 
already emotionally 
intense story. 
Conrad), and Lewis 
(Joaquin Phoenix) 
are college gradu-
ates who meet and 
party on crazy five 
week romp through 
Malaysia. Not only 
do they have a 
sweet cabin on the 
water, they find 
plenty of prostitutes 
and smoke enough 
hash to make their 
Special to the Future 
Lewis (Joaquin Phoenix), Sheriff (Vince Vaughn), 
and Tony (David Conrad) are three friends forced to 
make a life-altering decision in a foreign land .in the 
powerful drama ''Return To Paradise." 
This is all 
topped off with 
superb performances 
from everyone 
involved, especially 
Vaughn and Heche, 
whose on-screen 
chemistry is almost 
ruined when they 
become romantically 
involved. Don't think 
I'm giving away 
something important, 
but it should be noted 
vacation unforget-
table. Eventually they part their separate ways: 
Sheriff and Tony go back to New York, and Lewis 
stays to study endangered orangutans. 
Two years later, a limo-driving Sheriff is 
approached by Beth (Anne Heche ), an attorney 
who informs Sheriff that Lewis was arrested and 
put in prison back in Malaysia for something all 
three men were a part of. This unfortunate news is 
only the beginning: Lewis has been sentenced to 
death, and the only way it can be avoided is if 
Sheriff and Tony return to serve a three year sen-
tence with their lost friend. Beth has eight days to 
convince the two men to go. 
Top 10 CD~ 
1. Lauryn Hill- The 
Miseducation of Lauryn 
Hill 
2. Brian Setzer 
Orchestra- Dirty Boogie ,; 
3. James Brown- The 
Big Payback: 1971-1975 '' 
4. Beastie Boys- Hello ,; *.~ ~ Nasty 
5. Medeski, Martin, & 
Wood- Combustication 
6. Liz Phair-
Whitechocolatespacegg 
7. N'Dea- Davenport 
8. Moe- No Doy 
9. Promise Ring- Horse 
Latjtudes 
10. Galactic- Coolin' Off 
that · when they 
inevitably bang each other, it only serves as an 
unecessary and Hollywood-ish distraction from an 
excellent story. 
The shining star in this morality play is 
Joaquin Phoenix's moving tum as Lewis. Trapped 
in a place more horrible than his friends could 
imagine, Lewis' desparity and fear is shown with 
unfliching vulnerability by Phoenix. Although his 
screen time isn't nearly as much as his co-stars, his 
performance will make the biggest impression in 
your memory as you're leaving the theater, overall 
making "Return To Paradise" a film you don't 
want to miss. 
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Blackstone Prep, Inc. 
a non-profit educational corporation 
Offers · you a FREE 
LSAT 
Intro Class and Practice Exam 
SAT., August 29, -9:00am to l:OOpm 
Hampton Inn 
3450 Quadrangle Blvd. 
Yi mile west of inain entnince to UCF 
···we uncondttion"aily guarante; th~t . lfyou do not 
achieve your desired score on your.first try 
we will work with you until you do! 
1-800-881-LSAT 
Complete One-Time Fee is $595 
INCLUDING MATERIALS 
STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH 
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LAND-
LORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & 
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN 
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF 
CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY:: SRC.:·.155 
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8AM-5PM 
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the 
Student Government Association 
-Did You Pay College 
Tuition This Semester? 
Join the Florida Army National 
Guard and we'll pay your tuition! 
As a member of the 
Guard you can attend 
a public college or uni-
versity in J:ilorida with the 
Education Dollars for 
Duly Program. This 
is a great opportu-
nity to serve Flo-
rida, earn a part-
time salary and 
enjoy the ben-
efits of a high-
er education. 
CALL TODAY! 
1-800-GO-GUARD 
( 
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Welcome 
back to UCF! 
Do you want 
used textbooks? 
We've got'em! 
Shop til 9pm 
the first week 
of school! 
Knight's Comer Bookstore 
12209 University Blvd. 
658-7979 
is located in 
the UC7 plaza 
(next to Kinko's 
& Dominos) 
Reg. Store Hrs: 
Mon-Thur 8:30-7 
Fri 8:30-6 
Sat 10-5 
We also carry: 
UCF Merchandise 
*Greek 
Merchandise 
* School Supplies 
*Study Aids 
*Cliff's Notes 
*Backpacks 
and more! 
Don't forget 
your FREE 
scantrons & Bluebooks! 
www.UCFfuture.com 
Pimp Daddy Nash 
Private Leftfield Downtempo 
Fuzz 
(World Domination) 
Are you ready to chill with Pimp Daddy Nash? 
Two words come to mind: urban house. This music 
is really smooth ~d a funky twist to it. It's a little 
slow but is definitely cool to listen to while hanging 
out with your friends, sitting by the pool and drink-
ing coffee coolatas. Each song starts a new journey 
with its own unique samples and some pretty phat 
basslines. "Balloon To The Moon" had a nice, 
housey vibe going on, and the uplifiting "Bring 
Back The Sun" made beautiful images pop into my 
head. Very surr~al. More notably, "Jeep Caught 
Smoking Jesus" is very cool, starting off with an 
announcer testing the bass levels. At bass level 5, it 
• breaks down into some fly beats and wacky sounds. 
Not just a local dj anymore, Pimp Daddy Nash has 
created a different and enjoyable cd to kick back to. 
Definitely add this one yo your collection. 
-Mercedes McElmurry 
s\\t1\KRtL HUT ZIPft!NS . · 
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Squirrel Nut Zippers -
Perennial Favorties 
(Mammoth) 
With swing music coming back in style in a big 
way, Squirrel Nut Zippers should be poised to 
receive a lot of attention on their new CD. But what 
sets this troupe apart from others who are trying to 
recycle the frantic, fast-paced music is that they're 
really not a swing band. Their sound is a goofy and 
fun combination of every rock and jazz flavored 
sound around. This all makes for a. very good time 
on the album, and things start off with a bang in 
"Suits Are Picking Up The Bill" and from then on 
it's a trip tbtough some down home beats. "Low 
Down Man" features the intoxicating voice of 
Katherine Whalen, and "Trou Macacq" throws a 
Caylpso groove into an already diverse group of 
songs. The whole thing kind of makes you want to 
throw on your shiniest suit (or maybe some over-
alls), grab your favorite girl or guy, and and go 
shake a tail feather or two at the local dancin' hall. 
Full of nostalgia but fresher than a Dunkin' Donut, 
Squirrel Nut Zippers have perfected their own 
unique and high quality sound. 
- Corbett Trubey 
Central Florida Future • 
Medeski, Martin, & 
Wood 
Combustication 
(Blue Note Records) 
Music is truly an expression of how people feel. 
It's a way to express our emotions, and the new 
release by Medeski, Martin, & Wood (MMW) is an 
excellent example of that. This trio comes packed 
with John Medeski on keyboards, Billy Martin on 
drums and percussion, and Crhis Wood on bass. 
Together since 1990, their popularity has spread 
from New York to Canada to the west coast and 
beyond, and they crank out some jazzy samples and 
freaky sounds. It's a little slow, but ~hat really 
sounded good was some turntable scratching on a 
few of the tracks. But the album still needed some 
more funk and it needed to be a little faster . 
Regardless, you'll want to keep your eyes open for 
more of MMW in the future. 
-Mercedes McElmurry 
Funkmaster Flex 
The Mix Tape Vol. Ill/ 60 
Minutes Of Funk 
(Loud) 
Flex is one of the best known and well-repsected 
hip-hop djs in New York, blowing up radios with his 
top-rated · show and shaking the roofs at clubs all 
over the Big Apple. I don't know how he did it, but 
he managed to squeeze forty songs into a sixty 
minute set of pure house party madness. There's not 
enough room on this page to include everyone 
involved, but there's plenty of deep bass and beats 
to keep everyone's body moving, and the mix goes 
from gangster rap to old school to even a little disco. 
This just shows that Flex is an expert at getting a 
party started right. Instead of mixing, there's mostly 
cutting and scratching between tracks, and plenty of 
shout-outs to different friends that gets a little old 
sometimes, especially when he keeps reminding us 
who we're listening to (like we didn't hear him the 
first 50 times). And what's with this 'Final Chapter' 
stuff? If this CD starts flying off the shelves like 
previous volumes, do you really think he won't 
want to make another one? Hmm .... 
- Corbett Trubey 
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Number of candidates increased 
with Woodson's win last year 
FromPAGE24 
•Jamal Lewis, RB, University of 
Tennessee. Overshadowed by Peyton 
Manning, Lewis rushed for 1,364 yards as a 
freshman and will be expected to shoulder a 
larger load. If the Vols win the SEC, the 
sophomore tailback will get major consider-
ation. 
•Travis Minor, RB, Florida State 
University. Minor, like Lewis, is a sopho-
more tailback who will figure prominently in 
his team's success. If the 'Noles reach the 
National Championship game and Minor 
puts up the numbers he could snatch the 
award as well. 
•Joe Germaine, QB, Ohio State 
University. Germaine has tremendous 
receivers in David Boston and Dee Miller. 
After platooning at quarterback the past two 
seasons the job is his. If he leads the 
Buckeyes to tht: national title, he could get 
the recognition that has eluded him. 
. •Other top candidates to watch: J.R. 
Redmond, RB, Arizona State, Kevin Faulk, 
RB, LSU, Peter Warrick, WR, Florida State, 
Boston, WR, Ohio State, R.Jay Soward, WR, 
USC, Donovan McNabb, QB, Syracuse, 
Michael Bishop\ QB, Kansas State, Tim 
Rattay, QB., Louisiana Tech, Bobby 
Newcombe, QB, Nebraska, DeAngelo 
Evans, RB, Nebraska, Anthony Thomas, RB, 
Michigan, Amos Zeroue, RB, West Virginia, 
and Ron Dayne, RB, Wisconsin. 
Of course, since Woodson did take home the 
hardware last year, one can't overlook defen-
sive standouts like Ohio State linebacker 
Andy Katzenmoyer, North Carolina comer-
back Dre Bly, and Florida linebacker Jevon 
Kearse. 
Culpepper's status as a "small school" star 
could actually be an advantage for once. 
Most p(fople won't see any mistakes he may· 
make because they will only be watching 
highlight reels.Steve Mc Nair made a push as 
a I-AA superstar a few years ago, while 
Randy Moss was a top candidate last year. 
Culpepper's performances will be seen 
everywhere. The college football world will 
be watching. 
FOR the EDUCATION and RE~EARCH COMMUNITY 
-Morningstar ratin~s for 
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" ••• America~ 
Top Pension Fund.'' 
~Mone.,v.Magazrnel January 1998 
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MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S, 
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W: take a lot of pride in gaining high marks rom the 1mtjor rating services. But the fact 
is, we' l'e equally proud of the ratings we get evc1:y 
day from our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF, 
ensut;ng the financial futures of the education and 
research community is something that goes beyond 
stars and numbers. 
\Ve became the world's largest retirement orga-
nization~ by offering people a wide range of sound 
investments, a commitment to superior service, and 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.S>• 
operating expenses that are among the lowest in the 
insurance and mutual fund industries:·• 
\Vi.th. TIAA-CREF. you'll get the right choices-
and the dedication -to help you achieve a lifetime 
of financial goals. The leading experts ag-ree. 
So does Bill. 
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comfortable, financially secure tomorrow. 
Vi.sit our Web site at ·www.tiruvcref.org or call 
us at 1800 842M2776, 
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The times. are changing! The Future is u~ us!· · 
Write for the ,Central Florida Future. 365-7656 
:':':v •• ,. •• • ••• • • • .. • •• ,n.1/ •,-,;.. vl .v ~- .. ~,. 
"/< . ,· . • . ... 
.. C'e rs"' 
leBRatiNG ~20 YE.a 
Show Your Student I.D. or 'Ibis Ad at SIKES*USA. and Save: 
r---------- .. 
*5%0FF 
Bicycles 
"----------- .. 
r-----------. 
*lOO/o OFF ••• -~;1-s~io Qff- ",• 
I Parts& I 
: Accessories : : All Clothing : 
·-----------· ·----------· PLUS ... 
Buy a Bicycle, and for $5.00 
Get a Kryptonite Bike Trap U-Lock 
(a $19.99 value). 
.[) 
Dixj.e Ppiflt 
Shopping Center 
8.lOJ S. Dixi(' Ilighway 
!vfoiml (305) 740-9801 
S.;!'he foun~ains uoppmg Center 
80l S. l:niv<"1:lilty Drive 
Phuuation (954) 474-8100 
Colonial Plaza 
2714- E.Coloni11l Drive 
Orlimdo 407-.228-(>(iO() 
> . . •• • Convcni~nt ~tc~rc Hou!"S: )..fon;~t !Oam-9pm. ~undny l 1.am-6pm, , www.bikesusa.co!11 . 
l o,·.;,, <: !i; ?t<,x! to stock on hana. \\-hilc supphcfi last . \a lid through I 0/31 /98. Dm·.ounts valid on re!'ularly pm:cJ merdrnncl1se only. 
FREE To Students! 
place Your 
FREE 
Ad Today! 
UCF Students: Want A Roommate? 
Searching for a House to Rent? 
Call the 'UCF Community Housing/Guide! 
Listen to Ads or Place Your Owtl! 
··call 24 hours a day, ·7 days· a week! 
To Listen Call (407) 823-6700 and enter 
the Pass-Code RENTS (73687) 
To Place an Ad call (407) 823-0417 for 
more Information! 
Department of Housing and Residence Life 
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services 
ACROSS 
1 Stiff 
6 Herring's kin 
10 Harbor 
14 Bond together 
15 Walking stick 
16 Hautboy 
17 Treble sign 
18 Like wild horses 
20 Giving offense 
22 Plague (with) 
23 Polish 
24 Will VIP 
26 Underground 
chamber 
30 Man's title 
31 Sphere 
32 Star1ets 
38 Animal with a 
mobile home . 
39 Pi follower 
40 Chilly 
41 Stifles 
43 Putting surface 
44 Fans' chant at 
the Olympics 
45 Comic Herman 
46 George Herman 
Ruth 
51 Winter mo. 
52 Played again 
53 Blood feud 
58 Belladonna lily 
61 Walt Disney's 
middle name 
62 Issue a traffic 
ticket 
63 Afternoon affairs 
64 Dressing choice 
65 Adam's 
grandson 
66 Cold-cut palace 
67 Serpentine 
DOWN 
1 Word with 
prayer or throw 
2 Foot part 
3 Monster of the 
Mojave 
4 Object 
5 Postponements 
6 Use elbow 
grease 
7 Flag down 
8 Furthermore 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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9 Tweedle 
ending? 
1 O Oarsman on a ;. >1 v N s 
punt H Cl N v l:l 
11 Way overweight 
12 Floral gift i--+--+-+-
13 Examines 
19 Slugger's stat N v r 
21 Enjoyable 3 3 M 3 3 d 
24 Attempt a pickup N 3 3 l:l El 
25 Miss a step A d d I N 
26 Currency 
27 River in TuscanY. 
28 Calf meat 
29 Oklahoma city 
30 Neutral vowel 
sound 
32 Stood 
33 Gives rtse to 
34 Become a father 
35 Gush forth 47 Surround 
36 Edgeless sword 48 Muse of lyric 
37 "Auld Lang _" poetry 
42 Localize the 49 Exposes 
soundtrack 50 One or another 
45 Woodlands deity 51 Singer Colter 
46 Wire tap 53 Glass container 
8/28/98 
3 l I N n 
a I ~ I l:J 
54 Vivacity 
55 Turner of tunes 
56 Zigzag course • 
57 Drained of color 
59 Inc. in the U .K. 
60 De Forest or 
Trevino 
~r .• , 
•,, .I 
• 
, .
• 
t• .fridai 
l~•<:.:t. •:··· !i •••• iif; :;_ ·, ti:J saturday tJJ 
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Fall Black and Gold e 
Game, Citrus Bowl, • 
6 p.m., free admis-
sion • 
• 
• 
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• 
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• 
-. 
• Women's Soccer vs. Florida, 4 p.m. 
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COUNTDOWN TQ KICKOFF 
Offense awakens in second scrimmage 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
UCF got the production it had been missing 
from it's offense in this past week's second 
scrimmage. Quarterback Daunte Culpepper 
completed 10 of 15 passes for 247 yards and 
two touchdown, hooking up both times with 
cousin Kenny Clark. The first team scored on 
four of seven drives behind Culpepper, who 
also rushed for a touchdown. 
"The main thing is to get out here and evalu-
ate where we are. I think we made good strides 
today," said Culpepper. "As a unit, we were 
more together and more familiar with the offen-
sive scheme." 
Clark was Culpepper's main target, catching 
four passes for 113 yards. Mark Nonsant was 
also productive, making three receptions for 39 
yards. Former quarterback Tyson Hinshaw was 
impressive again, hauling in three catches for 82 
yards and a touchdown. 
"My big message to these guys was that 
we've got to have more consistency in effort 
and attitude," head coach Mike Kruczek said. 
"We've got talent on this football team, but 
we've got to come out every day with a domi-
nant attitude to get accomplished what our goals 
• 
1 
are. Offensively we did that and defensively we 
let down a little bit." 
The improved play came after Kruczek 
issued a challenge to his offense after becoming 
· · frustrated with their erratic play. 
"The··guys, if they have any pride, will come 
.out and play [Saturday] and not take the damn 
day offJik,e they did today/' Kfuctek said the 
· afternoon -before ~the ~crimmage~ 0 It's not a good 
quality of a championship segment of a football 
team. I challenge 
the seniors to get 
this thing right. We 
have a lot of 
seniors on the 
offense. I've been 
bragging about 
their leadership. I 
haven't seen it." 
Kruczek got his 
leadership from 
Culpepper, who 
could be heard K. Clark 
spurring his offense 
on, telling them not to quit and to concentrate 
on execution. The message was well received by 
the unit, especially Clark, who has been one of 
the main culprits in dropping balls and lacking 
concentration in the past. Thanks to a dedicated 
off-season regimen, he has made a marked 
improvement. 
"Kenny's underachieved in the past but lately 
he's been playing like I know he can play," 
Kruczek said. "Kenny's playing with a lot of 
confidence, and he'll be a big help for us." 
Defensively, however, UCF struggled. The 
secondary wa,s consistently beaten, the pass rush 
was not as potent as it was it in the opening 
scrimmage when they recorded ten sacks, and 
containment was suspect, as the offense man-
aged to tum small gains into big plays. 
"We were terrible today. We couldn't stop 
the run or the pass," defensive coordinator Gene 
Chizik said. "The effort was there, but they 
weren't concentrating enough. If we play like 
this in ottr opener ·they are-going to score a lot 
·of points. We just have to work on getting bet-
ter." 
DON'T DELAY, CALL TODAY! EVEN SUNDAYS 1pm - Spm 
summer's over? 
need a· vacation? 
Get 2 weeks paid time 011 during the holidavs. 
At Pro Staff, we're always looking for dedicated, hard-working professionals for top 
positions. And right now, we're giving those people the chance to be awarded two weeks 
paid time off during the holidays. Work for Pro Staff between now and October 31st 
and you're automatically eligible. So, for a great job and the chance for two weeks paid 
time off, call 1-800-938-WORK today to reach your local Pro Staff office. 
people you can count on® 
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UCF Faculty, Staff and Students! 
University 
Wine & Spirits 
Yo.ur Local. Neighborhood Beverage Store 
Fine Wines, Liquor, Beer & Cigars 
Wide Selections 
Great Prices 
Major Brands 
10143 University Blvd. 
Corner of University & Dean 
Next to Publix 
671-4111 
Aerobics • Free Weight 
Exercise Bikes • Lifesteps 
Treadmills • Hammerstrength 
Cybex • Dry Sauna 
Co-Ed Facility• Personal Traini'ng 
Fitness Testing • Children's Playroom 
Friendly Atmosphere 
FITNESS 
CONNECTION 
6615 E. Colonial Drive 
Student l.D. required. 18 years & older. Only one coupon per person. 
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Thomas' arrival would bolster future rushing attack 
FromPAGE24 
M. Clark 
ring from Illinois State. 
Howard is current-
ly the third team tail-
back, behind Mike 
Grant and Edward 
Mack but ahead of 
Daryl Jones, who 
struggled with condi-
tioning over the sum-
mer after having to 
take 12 credit hours 
in order to remain eli-
gible after transfer-
Cellular phone affair 
appears finalized 
Athletic Director Steve Sloan has set the 
punishment for three players who were 
involved in the cellular telephone scandal that 
forced Coach Gene McDowell into resignation. 
Receivers Kenny Clark and Charles Lee, 
plus comerback Paul Miranda must each per-
form 100 hours of community service (50 
court-assigned and 50 from UCF. The players 
will not be suspended for any games. These 
three players were considered to be the most 
involved as no others were punished. The play-
ers are expected to begin working sometime in 
September . 
NFL scouts survey UCF 
practices 
There were eight NFL scouts at UCF's prac-
tices last week, including three from the Bucs. 
Other teams represented include the Oilers, 
Dolphins, Colts, Steelers, Vikings and 
Panthers. 
Coach Mike Kruczek was asked, of course, 
about Culpepper from a couple of the scouts 
after practice but there also were some ques-
tions about Siaha Burley, Mark Nonsant, Paul 
Miranda, Cornell Green and Mike Grant. 
Walk-on tryouts impress 
strength coach 
UCF welcomed 62 hopefuls to walkon try-
outs, looking to fill 15 slots on the scout 
team.Prospects were tested in the 40 and mea-
sured for their height and weight. They also 
went through position-specific drills. Strength 
coach Reese Bridgman oversaw the tryout. 
"We have, without question, a lot better 
looking group of young men than we did last 
year," Bridgman said. "A lot of these guys 
could have played Division II football on 
scholarship." 
Bumps and bruises 
The following players did not participate in 
the scrimmage, but are not expected to miss 
much more time: Tight end Blake Thames (torn 
plantar fascia), receiver Siaha Burley (collar-
bone), Marcus Jenkins (hyper-extended right 
knee), Mike Grant (forehead laceration), and 
center Bill Dayton (shoulder). Dayton and 
Jenkins actually returned to practice Monday, 
but Jenkins was unable to continue due to his 
ailment. Offensive tackle Cornell Green sat out 
the practice while recovering from a hyper-
extended elbow, as did Damian Demps, who 
twisted a knee. Despite the injuries none are 
The Orlando Sentinel presents 
expected to miss any time. 
Unfortunately, that is not the case for back-
up linebacker Tito Rodriguez, who will miss 
the opener against Louisiana Tech with a tom 
ulna collateral ligament suffered while making 
a tackle in Saturday's scrimmage. He should 
return for the home opener Sept.12. 
Senior tailback Daryl Jones missed the 
scrimmage to attended a funeral. Freshman 
Chance Hutto (shoulder) and linebacker Chris 
Gunn (knee) are still recovering from surgeries. 
Purdue tailback's status 
still unknown 
Purdue has yet to officially release tailback 
Jeremy Thomas from his football scholarship. 
If he does not receive a release, it means 
Thomas cannot play football for two years . 
UCF is hoping Purdue will release him so he 
can enroll at UCF for the spring semester since 
school is now under way. Apparently, Thomas' 
mother was going to contact Purdue to plead 
for her son's release and his high school coach 
also might make a call. 
Thomas, a 6-foot, 200 pound freshman 
from Port Orange's Atlantic HS was named to 
the Class 4A all-state second team and was 
named all-central Florida. In three years, 
Thomas rushed for 4,041 yards and 38 touch-
downs. 
"Jeremy is a strong, powerful physical 
back. He's a tremendous athlete and could play 
a lot of places," said high school coach Kevin 
Sullivan. "He set a state record as a junior, 
rushing 49 times, in a monsoon, for 423 yards 
in a triple overtime game. He's just a tremen-
dous back." 
•• PLAYERS~ Offlcfal/y /fc11nsed product of NFL Players. 
TASYF 
A Sports Buffe Pro:mot 
DIEHARDS KNOW that football is more than a bunch of X's & O's. It's teamwork . 
It's attitude. And when you're talkin' Fantasy Football, it's Super Bowl tickets, college bowl 
game tickets, weekly cash prizes - even a $100,000 bonus prize! 
rtrestone 
But deadline for entries is Friday, September 5, so get yours in today. 
'Cause we're not just playing games here. 
~,.!// · ~ .••...•... /' digitalcity· ORLANDO Wndo.didbkitJ.Cllll • AOL Keywonl: Orlando ~~~ (407) 839-3900 • www.ticketmaster.com PEACHES · OMNI MUSIC • MUSIC 4 LESS The Orlando Sentinel 
Get details online at orlando.digitalcity.com/sports 
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COUNTDOWN TO KICKOFF 
Lee makes three not a crowd 
By TRAVIS BELL 
Staff Writer 
Usually being the odd man out can begin to 
weigh heavily on a person. However, in the case 
of wide receiver Charles Lee, being the third go-
to receiver fits him just right as he enters his 
junior season. 
The reasons for his contentment: seniors Siaha 
Burley and Mark Nonsant. 
"They're two great receivers, and they ' re gonna 
do their thing this year," 
Lee said. 'Tm just 
gonna take advantage of 
the balls I get, and try to 
do the most I can with 
it. But I think it's gonna 
be pretty easy to just fit 
in, and it will take some 
of the pressure off me." 
Making the most of 
things is what Lee does 
best. In Saturday's sec-
ond scrimmage, the 
junior wideout took a 
short pass over the mid-
dle and flew up the field 
for a 60-yard gain. 
Combining a perfect 
blend of speed and 
power with his 6-2, 
200-pound frame, Lee 
provides Daunte 
Culpepper with a differ-
ent target than that of 
the smaller, quicker duo 
of Burley and Nonsant. 
in the fourth quarter. His most explosive game, 
however, came during UCF's 45-41 loss at NLU, 
when he caught three passes for 100 yards, 
including scores from 61 and 21 yards. 
Unfortunately, his brightest performances all 
came in defeat. After a solid spring Lee is being 
looked upon to step up in big situations again this 
season, hopefully with different results. 
"He was here all summer, and really improved 
his physique," Beckton said. "I really anticipate 
him having a big year. He's gonna make a big 
Future File Photo 
contribution to Daunte's 
run at the Reisman." 
Lee looks to improve 
his production after 
putting up impressive 
numbers during a solid 
sophomore campaign. His 
29 catches ranked fourth 
on the team behind 
Burley, Nonsant, and the 
departed Todd Cleveland. 
Also, his 460 yards 
receiving totaled third 
behind his two remaining 
counterparts, while his six 
touchdowns placed him 
only one behind Burley. 
"Charles Lee has come 
along a lot. He's always 
had the talent, but I think 
he's zoned in on his 
weaknesses," Burley said. 
"This year, he's gonna be 
a big time player. He's 
gotten a lot stronger and 
matured over the past 
year." "He's (Lee) a different 
type of receiver because 
he's much bigger than 
those guys (Burley and 
Nonsant)," wide 
receivers coach Sean 
Beckton said. "He gives 
Daunte a big target 
because he's legitimate-
1 y 6-2 and he comple-
ments those guys 
because he gives Daunte 
UCF Junior Charles Lee is developing a 
national reputation as a big play receiver. 
He is regarded as a legitimate deep threat 
and touchdown maker. 
Lee understands his role 
as the third receiver 
behind the two seniors, 
and knows that his time to 
shine will be next season. 
However, the accolades 
are already starting to 
come, as The Sporting 
News pinpointed him to 
"emerge as a legit deep 
threat and TD-maker." 
a little more size." 
Fittingly~ Lee has proven that he can play with 
the big boys. The Homestead, FL native came up 
big in the season opener last season against Ole 
Miss, catching a 21-yard touchdown pass from 
Culpepper in overtime to cut the Rebels lead to 
24-23 on a fourth down in a sudden death situa-
tion. Lee also came up big against Mississippi 
State and 
Northeast Louisiana. Against MSU, he caught 
a 17-yard score to give the Knights a 28-21 lead 
Expect Lee to take advantage of any opportunity 
he gets to shine. 
"I still have a couple ye ars to plays, and these 
guys are seniors and we want them to go out with 
a bang," Lee said. "I just want to play my best." 
His best is the perfect fit for an offepse that fin-
ished 26th nationally with 417 yards per game 
because of his ability to make big plays and break 
a game open. Lee doesn't have to be the main go-
to-guy, but wants to do well in UCF victories, not 
losses. 
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• COUNTDOWN TO KICKOFF 
. Cornerback' s second chance vital to Knights' secondary 
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By JEFF CASE 
Staff Writer 
UCF cornerback Davin 
Bushhas learned from his fail-
ures. 
Bush, whose first name is pro-
nounced Day-vin, was declared 
academically ineligible by the 
NCAA for the Golden Knights' 
1997 season after a misunder-
standing regarding his classes 
took place. After registering for 
his 1997 spring classes, Bush 
changed his schedule. 
"I signed up [for my classes] 
and I got a whole schedule 
change, so I thought I got all my 
classes changed," Bush said. 
"But they kept one class and I 
didn't know about it so I never 
went. I had to take an F and had 
to petition [the NCAA] to get the 
F dropped so I'd be eligible." 
The class in question, American 
History, prevented him from 
achieving the annual academic 
progress required by the NCAA. 
By missing the class, Bush did 
not pass the required amount of 
classes required by the NCAA 
and lost his eligibility. 
The loss of Bush for UCF's sec-
ond Division I season made 
UCF's second season in I-A even 
more of a challenge for UCF 
defensive backs coach Danny 
Crossman. Bush, who as a fresh-
man started eight games and 
made his presence felt with 23 
solo tackles, was not at his dis-
posal. 
"It was a major loss to us when 
we lost him for last season," 
Crossman said. "We had really 
counted on him coming back for 
us. It wasn't a devastating blow 
for us but it was a hard blow for 
us because Davin is one of those 
kids you just don't replace. He 
brings something to the table cov-
erage-wise that few people 
bring." 
Crossman was forced to play a 
pair of seldom-used players, then-
junior Paul Miranda and then-
sophomore Jeff Fye, in regular 
backfield roles. Teamed with cor-
nerback Reginald Doster and for-
mer Knights Donnell Washington 
and Kenton Rickerson, the 
makeshift secondary was good 
enough to provide some near 
upsets of South Carolina, 
Mississippi and Mississippi State. 
"The scary thing was that Jeff 
and Paul had been wide receivers 
and had never been defensive 
backs, so you really didn't know 
what you were going to get," 
Crossman said. They ended up 
having good years and now this 
year, they're playing outstanding. 
I feel, comer-wise, we're in very 
good shape." 
Adding to UCF's improved sec-
ondary is the return of Bush, 
despite the fact that at 5-foot-8, 
160 pounds, Bush is, what some 
may consider, too small to be a 
last line of defense. 
"He's tough, he's physical, he's 
a strong kid," Crossman said. 
"People don't understand just 
how strong he is." 
While Bush's height may be 
questioned throughout the sea-
son, Crossman says his dedica-
tion to his job should not. While 
ineligible to play, Crossman said 
·Bush still studied and worked as 
hard as an active player . 
"The thing about Davin is that 
he didn't slow down [once he was 
ineligible]," Crossman said. "He 
had one of the best summers of 
anyone working out. "He wants 
to be a great football player and 
he's always working towards 
that." 
· It's also a safe bet that Bush 
will be double-checking his 
schedule as closely as he would 
cover an opposing receiver. 
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Bush's regained eligibility will 
dramatically improve UCF's 
play in the secondary. 
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Culpepper untazed bv avalanche of attention 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
Around him, almost everything has changed. In 
four years Daunte Culpepper has seen the Golden 
Knights move from the shadows of Division I-AA 
into the limelight of I-A, has witnessed a cell-
phone scandal claim his head coach, and has been 
transformed from a virtual unknown to a player 
Bob Griese's College Football calls "America's 
Next Superstar." 
The anointed quarterback himself, however, is 
still the same loyal, disciplined individual who 
chose UCF over larger schools because it was the 
right thing to do. The Reisman talk is nice, and the 
attention is great too, but you can take it all away 
and it wouldn't affect Culpepper at all. He knows 
enough not to get caught up in it. 
"Getting adjusted to the attention isn't hard: I 
understand that the quarterback is going to get the 
majority of the spotlight and I accept it," 
Culpepper said. "I have great teammates and a 
growing program to represent so it doesn't bother 
me." 
"Attention-wise we're no longer a mystery. 
We're not gonna sneak up or surprise anybody. 
Now we'll have to remained focused to live up to 
the attention," Culpepper said. "Eyes will now be 
on us, and every game we'll have to go out there an 
bring it." 
Culpepper passed on the NFL last year, staying 
at UCF despite the distractions cause by the cell-
phone controversy. In fact, the NFL Draft report 
rated Culpepper a better prospect than top selec-
tion Peyton Manning. Despite that, Culpepper is 
happy with his decision, stating with conviction 
that his mind was firmly made up on staying for his 
senior season. So instead of chasing his NFL 
dreams, Culpepper will spend 1998 chasing school 
records. 
After setting a season mark for passing yards last 
year, Culpepper will break Darin Hinshaw's record 
of 9,000 with only 1,289 yards. With only 581 
yards of total offense, Culpepper, will become 
UCF's all-time leader in that department as well. 
Other milestones that could fall this season include 
career records in passing effieiency, attempts, 
completions, 400-yard passing games, yards per 
attempt, completion percentage, and touchdown 
passes. The big numbers expected of him will land 
The notoriety he is gaining for UC~ has .it's pos-
itives, but it also ·has it's negatives. The Golden 
Knights are now regarded as dangerous, rather 
than as an easy target. It's a new challenge for 
Culpepper to embark on. 
Future File Photo hi.rp .in the running for college football ,.s most pres-
Mr. Popularity. Culpepper's rise to stardom has taken shape 
despite UCF's '.'small school" tag. See CULPEPPER, Page 18° 
Reisman race comes to UCF 
By TONY MEJIA 
Sports Editor 
E~ery college football season, the whole new list of candidates to be 
talk turns to players deserving of the considered. 
Reisman Trophy, basically the UCF quarterback Daunte 
sports' Most Valuable Player award. Culpepper will be in contention for 
The top candidates are invited to the award with the 
New York's Downtown Athletic rest of college foot-
Club for the televised ceremony ball 's elite. More 
with the winner's legacy remem- than anyone, 
bered forever. Culpepper will need 
Past winners form a wide spec- to produce numbers 
trum, from the notorious 0 .J . and victories to 
Simpson to the saintly Danny remain in the run-
Wuerffel. Steve Spurrier, Bo ning. His perfor-
Jackson, Desmond Howard, Andre mance in UCF's big 
Ware, Gino Torretta, Ki-Jana Carter games at Auburn, 
and current New York Knick point Purdue, and 
guard Charlie Ward are among those Louisiana Tech will 
who have been graced with the be what makes or 
award. Obviously, winning the breaks him. 
Reisman doesn't guarantee contin- Throughout the 
Culpepper 
ued success on the football field, but course of the season players will be 
it is nice to have on the mantle. eliminated by a lack of production 
Last season, Michigan's Charles - or by their team's lack of success. In 
Woodson became the first defensive the end, one will stand, although 
player to win it opening it up for a there will always be disagreements 
about who should have won. 
This year's other top candidates: 
•Ricky Williams, RB, University -
of Texas. Williams paced the nation 
in rushing yards last year and sur-
prised many by staying for his 
senior season. His claim to the title 
is simple. Break col-
lege football's seem-
ingly unbreakable 
mark of career rush-
ing yards and the 
award is yours. He 
needs just over l ,~00 
yards to break Tony 
Dorsett's record. If he 
fails, the race is wide 
open. 
•Tim Couch, QB, 
University of 
Kentucky. Couch 
threw for 3,884 yards 
and 37 touchdowns in 
Hal Mumme's basketbal_l-on-grass 
offense. Numbers like that will put 
him in the running this year, but 
putting up 19 interceptions as he 
also did last year will take him right 
out. His performance in road games 
at Florida, LSU, and Tennessee will 
make or break him. 
•Brock Huard, QB, University of 
Washington. Linked with Culpepper 
as quarterbacks who could have 
gone the NFL route last year but 
didn't. Huskies are expected to have 
a down year by their standards. 
Without a proven running game 
Huard is expected to put the ball up 
40 times per contest. 
•Cade McNown, QB, UCLA. Mc 
Nown, a mobile quarterback who 
rarely makes mistakes, threw for 
3,116 yards last year, passing for 24 
touchdowns _ and only 6 intercep-
tions. He'll go face to face with both 
Williams and Huard this season. 
See NUMBER, Page 18 
From the Practice Field 
Redshirts announced 
The Golden Knights 
announced who will red-
shirt the 1998 season. 
According to head coach 
Mike Kruczek, everyone 
but Melvin Clark out of 
this year's freshman class 
won't be utilized. Clark 
had hoped to redshirt but 
lack of depth at safety has 
Howard forced him into traveling. 
He is currently behind 
Damian Demps on the depth chart. Tailback Omari 
Howard is also not being redshirted, but he doesn't 
count in Kruczek's book. 
"I don't consider him a true freshman," Kruczek 
said laughing. "He's been out of school for two, two 
and a half years. I don't know how long he's been 
out of school. He's as old as I am I think." 
• I 
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